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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Study 
The game of basketball has undergone changes over the years and 
today it is a fast moving game wherein all of the players have an 
opportunity to score . The very nature of the game indicates that 
aecUl"ate shooting is essential to the final outcome. 
Sharmin stated the obvious, that in basketball, the team which 
wins scores more points than its opponent, and ••Accurate shooting is the 
backbone of the game."1 This idea is supported by Benington and Newall 
who stated that "The skill of shooting has probably developed more than 
any other aspect of the game of basketball."2 Part of the reason for 
more efficient shooting skill has been the developmsnt of the jtmrp shot. 
Because of the versatility of the jump shot, it h�s become the most 
,importa�t offensive weapon in the game of basketball.3 Benington and 
New;all's point is supported by Sha.rmin who said. ''The jump shot is the 
4 most effective and potent shot in basketball today." Wooden also 
1Bill Sharmin, Sha.rmin Ell Basketball Shooting (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jerseya Prentice Hall, Inc., 1965), P• 21. 
2John Benington and Pete Newell, Basketball Methods (New Yorks 
The Ronald Press Comp.any, 1962), p. 124. 
Jrbid. 
4sharmin, op. cit., pa 53a 
supported this view:point as he stated that his teams score mo1•e points 
from jump shots than all of the other types of shots combined.5 
2 
With the jump shots established as the popular method of .shooting, 
it would be of value to coaches to ba able to predict success in scoring 
from the field by utilizing the jump shot. Since accurate shooting 
dep·ands upon certain physical qualities, it was valuable :for the investi-
gator to study the relationship of selected anatomical measurements and 
motor responses to jump shooting ability in basketball. 
St�tement of the Problem 
Tha purpose of this investigation was to study the relationship 
between jump shooting ability in basketball and the qualities of hand-eye 
coordination, h�nd reaction time, speed of movement time, hand size, grip 
strength, peripheral vision, depth perception, kinesthetic perception, 
leg power, wrist flexibility, wrist strength, and agility • 
. HyPotheses 
1. Thera is no relationship between jump shoot.i..�g ability in 
basketball and selected an�tomical measurements and motor responses. 
2. A multiple regression equation to significantly predict jump 
· shooting ability in basketball cannot be developed. 
5John Wooden� Practical Modern Basketball (New Yorks Tha Ronald 
Press Company, 1966), p. 95. 
Limitations and Delimitations 
1 .  Tr..renty-fou!" ma.le athletes from the South Dakota State 
University varsity and junior varsity basketball teams were used as 
subjects. 
2. Only jump shooting ability in basketball was investigated. 
J. The shots were taken at distances of 10 and 21 feet along the 
angles of 0 degrees left, 45 degrees left, 90 degrees, 45 degrees right, 
and 0 degrees right. 
4. The variables investigated were hand-eya coordination, hand 
reaction time, speed of movement time, hand size, grip strength, 
paripheral vision, depth perception, kinesthetic perception, leg power, 
wrist flexibility, wrist strength, and agility. 
5. All shots were taken during practice in an unguarded 
situation" 
615 No attempt was made to control psychological f'actors which m.ay 
have affected performancs. 
Definition of Terms 
Agility. The physical ability enabling an individual to change 
6 b�:iily position and direction in a precise and rapid m.annar. 
6.Barry L. Johnson and Jack K. Nelson, Practical Measurements 
for Evaluation in Phvsical Education (Minneapolis• Tne Burgess 
P'Ublishing Company, 1970), p. ioo. 
Depth perceEtion. The ability to perceive the distance to an 
object in one's enviroll!�ent through learned associations and the 
coordinated use of two eyes.7 
Flexibilitv. The normal range of movement of an anatomical 
segment about its joints.8 
Hand size. For the purpose of this study, hand size refers to 
the sum of the length and width of the shooting hand. 
Kinesthetic perception. The ability to perceive the position and 
4 
movement of the body and its joints du.�ng muscular action, also known as 
muscle sense.9 
Leg power. Leg power is the ability of the legs to provide the 
10 inertia to propel the body through space. 
feriEheral vision. The ability which enables an indi,ridual to be 
11 somewhat aware of his surroundings without constantly turning his head.. 
Reaction time. The interval in time between the reception of a . 
stimulus and the irdtiation of the response. 
7Ken..�eth .d. Ogle, Rase.a�che� !!! Bi ocular Vision (New York: 
Hafner Publishing Company, 1964), pp. 133-135. 
8Jack Leighton, ''A Simple, Objective and Reliable Measure of Fle:d.bility, u Resea.!.£!1. quarterly, 31:205-216, May,_ 1942. 
9Johnson and Nelson, op. cit., p. 182 
llFrederic::e D. Cornett, Thomas F. Morrison and J. Edward Tether, 
Human P.hZlsiologz (Ne·..r York: Hanry H.olt a.nd Company, 1959), P• 126 .. 
Speed of mo��· Rate at ·which a perso:i c.1n propel his bcdy 
12 or parts of his body through space. For the purpose ot this study, 
the concern was with the shooting arm and hand. 
Strength. The force a muscle group can exert against a 
resistance in one maximal effort.13 
12Johnson and Nelson, op. cit�, P• 227. _ 
5 
13£dward L. Fox and Donald K. Mathews, The Phxsiological Basis of 
Phvsica.1 Education and Athletics (Philadelphia• W. B. Saunders Company, 
19-71), p.�---
CHAPTER II 
REV:Wtl OF THE LITERATURE 
Many studies have been conducted in the area of basketball 
shooting ability and in the area of general motor ability in specific 
athletic events. The purpose of this chapt9r was to survey the findings 
of studies concerned with the variables being considered in this investi-
gation as they relata to basketball shooting ability. The litarature 
was divided into the categories of s Hand-eye coordination, hand reaction 
and speed of movement time, grip and wrist strength and hand size, 
peripheral vision, depth perception, kinesthetic perception, leg power, 
wrist fiex:ibility, and agility. 
Literatm:•e Relat9d to· Eye-Hand Coordination 
As early as 1939, McCloy felt that eye-hand coordination was an 
important factor in motor educability and should be included in a motor 
1 educability testlng prcgram. TI'la following year.' he included eye-hand 
coordination as part of a list of sixteen componants of motor educability. 
McCloy then recommended that tests be used which would maasura each of 
.., thes-9 components separately, taking into account the age of the subjsct.� 
le. H. McCloy, Tests and Measurements in Health and Physical 
Education (New York: Harper ;;;.d· Row, i963), P. 146. -
2c. H. McCloy, .,A Preliminary Study of Factors in Motor Educability, tr 
Research Quarterly, 11!28-39, May, 1940. 
7 
Davis and Lalrther felt that a great deal of automatic habit 
performance sean1ed to be involved in highly skilled motor performa.nces.J 
The performer nioves his hands into positiort while focusing on the 
rapidly approaching ball. He drlb�les the basketball and changes rate 
of speed or direction while centering his attention on teammates down the 
4 
floor, estimating their speed and distance from their opponents. 
According to Willberg, eye-hand coordination can be divided into 
two different phas�sr (1) The initial location of tho stimulus, and 
(2) motor reaction in response to the situatione He attempted to find 
the relation or the initial visual stimulus location and th9 motor 
response when the number of possible choices in the iri,sual field was 
5 increaDade Willberg found that the subject ma.de one of two types or 
errors1 (1) locating the stimulus object incorrectly, and (2) in.correct 
motor response, which was usually due to loss of perceptual information, 
or incorrect use of the i1U-orm.ation� Errors of incorrect motor response 
6. occured more often than errors in locating the stimulus object. 
Ross d.evised four tests involving handling of objects to study 
eye-hand coordination. These tests were ring toss, ball bounce below 
waist, wall-rebound-catch above waist, and a bean bag target throw. Ross 
3E1wood c. Davis and John-Lawther, Successful �ping in fhysical Education {New York• Prentice Hall, Inc.� 1948), P• 338� 
41.bid • 
.5Robert B. Willbarg, "Hand-Eye Coordination Determined by the 
Variability in Vioua.l and Motor Responses, 0 (Unpu.blished Master's thesis� 
UniveJ:"sity of Oregon, Euggne, 1900), P• J. 
6Ibide � P• JJ. 
8 
attempted to deterll'.ine if ther� was a rolationship betwa�n these measures 
or eye-hand coordination and visual perception. His visual tests 
included depth perception, eye usage (rigrt, left and both), and size 
constancy. Twenty-four subjects from grA.des two, fou.r and six were used 
in his study. A pilot study using the odd-even method gave high rolia­
bili ty scores . From this study Ross concluded that depth perception w�s 
not significantly related to any of the motor tests, but the positive 
correlations indicated that a child ' s performance of a. motor skill was, 
in part, dependent on visual skills.7 Ross went on to st.a.to that, 
"Seai.ng is not determined by vision alonec" 
8 
Barrow, in devising his test of motor ability, including the wall 
pass test along with soma of the tests used by McCloy and Cozens . He 
obtained a reliability coefficient of .791 and an objectl�rity coefficient 
of .950e A cor)�ela.tion coefficient of .761 with tho criterion (g�neral 
motor ability) was found using the wall-pass test as a measure of 
eye-hand coordination in his �otor ability test.9 
In 1957 Stroup devised a battery of tests · to measure basketball 
ability and related these to field of motion perception. Test items 
included wores diagonal wall pass, jump and reach, shooting test (one 
mi:nu.te), wall pass ( one minute), and dribbling test. He selected these 
?Mattie E. Ross, "The Relationship of Eye-Hand Coordination Skills 
and Visual Perception Skills in Children" (unpublished Doctoral disserta­
tion, Ohio State Uni.versity, Columbus, 1961), PP• 1-102. 
8:r.bid. 
9Harold M. Barrow, "Tast of Motor Ability for College Men," 
�search .g�a.£..i.C!!.!il• 25t25}·�260, October, 1954. 
9 
items because of their reliability, validity, and ease of administration. 
One hundred twenty college men in team sports were selected as sub._iects. 
The results sh.owed a significant differenc..e (.01 level) between varsity 
basketball aspirants and players who had nave� made a basketball team. 
Also , the wall pass showed the highest correlation of the five variables 
when correlated wlth the criterion (motion perception test). Stroup's 
test showed a forecasting efficiency of 41.8 when used for predictive 
10 purposes. 
The Johnson �"\sketbal.l ability test includes a wall pass test for 
ll accuracy and speed. Lehsten used a wall pass test as one or the four 
items in his ·ability test�
12 
A relatively high predictability index was 
reported by Knox using an ability test which includeda wall pass, speed 
dribble, dribble-shoot, and penny-cup tests, all against time. His 
subjects were players from eight area Class B basketball teams. The 
criterion for this test was based upon the number of points they scored 
in league playo Knox found that he could predict nine of ten team 
members using this test and also the dribble-shoot test proved to be the 
13 
best for predictive purposes. 
-- --·---.---
lOFrancis Stroup, 0Relationship Between Measurements or Field of 
Motion Percaotion and B4sketball Ability in College Men," Research Quarter1y, 2B:72-75, March , 1957. 
Boys , "  
Boys, .. 
ilvlilliam L. Johnson, "Objective Test in Basketball for High School 
The Ph�rsical gducator, 51103-109, December , 1948. -r-�------
12Nelson Lehston, 'AA Measure of Basketball Skills .for High School 
T�.2. Phl:._�..!� ::,.5!,�tor, 5:103-109, Dece�bar, 1948. 
13flobert D«> Knox, "Basketball Ability Tests," _§cholastic �. 
17s45-47, November, i947. 
10 
Literature Related to Reaction I'ime and Speed of Movement 
In one of the early studies on speed of movement, Hill concluded 
that the viscosity of the nuscular fluid was a factor in limiting speed 
14 of movement. This point was supported by Rarick in 19.37 when he stated 
t.hat the chief factor limiting speed of movement is the viscosity of man. 
Another conclusion of his study was that fat, which he calls "dead 
weight," acts to hinder speed of muscular movement. Rarick's results 
seemed to indicate that normal individuals with a high degree of motor 
ability or skill and an average amount of strength cannot appreciably 
increase their speed of movement.15 
In 1931 Westerlund and Tuttle studied the relationship of reaction 
time in track rll.i"'lr_.ing events using a finger response tasting device. 
They found a high degr.ae o:f relationship (r=.86J) between speed in 
running seventy-five yards and reaction time.16 In another study com-
-
plated the following year by Lautenback and Tuttle, a similar conclusior1 
was reached. This study showed a correlation coefficient of .81.5 between 
speed in sprinting and reflex time. Reflex time. was found to be· signifi­
cantly related to reaction time.17 
14A. V. Hill, !igscular Movement .!!:! Ma..11 (New Yorks McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1927), p. )2. 
1.�a:wrance R.'lrick, HAn Ai"'lalysis of the Speed Factor in Simple 
Athletic Activities," Research Quarterly, 8189-105, December, 1937. 
16J. H. Weste�lund and 1 • W. Tutt1a, 0Rala.tionship Between 
Runn.i.ng E:·vents and Rea.ction 'rime," Research Quarterly, 2:95-100, 
October, 19Jl. 
17Ruth Laute!'lba.ck and W. W. Tuttle, ••rhe Relationship Between Renex 
Time and Ru.l'Ulin� Events in Track," Rese rch Quarterly, 3:138-143, C> October, 1932. 
The importance of reaction time in skills was emphasized by 
Burpee a�d Stroll when they stated: 
Although several splendid attempts have been made to isolate the 
factors involved in attaining success in physical education 
activities, few, if any, have attempted to measure the importance 
of reaction time. This is largely because suitable apparatus has 
not usually been available.18 
Beise and Peasley, in 1937, studied arm and foot reaction time 
of 47 skilled women in golf, tennis, and archery, and compared them to 
14 unskilled woman (far below average). The results showed that the 
skilled group had a signiricantly better reaction time and speed of 
t t. 
19 
movemen ime. 
11 
A study complet9d by Burley showed a significantly fa ster reaction 
time among baseball and baskstball players than among football lineman 
and backs.2° Keller found that the reaction time of athletes in· 
baseball, basketball, football and track was significantly better than 
those in gymnastics, wrestling and swimming. It was also .found that a 
positive ralationship existed between success in athletic skills. and the 
ability to mo··.re the body quickly. 21 Patrick supported these .findings when 
. 18R. H. Burpee and W. Stroll, '*Measuring Reaction Time of Athletes," 
Research Quarterlz, ?sll0-118, March, _1936. 
19norothy Beise and Virginia Peasley, .. The Relationship of 
Reaction Time, Speed and Agility of Big Musel�_ Groups to Certain Sports 
Skills, u Research Quarterly, 81133-142, :t-'f..arch, 1937. 
20Lloyd R. Burley, .. A Study of the React.ion Time of Physically 
Trained Man,0 Research Quarterly, 15•2.32-2.35, October, 1944. 
ll . � B L. B. Keller, .. The Reaction of Quickness of odily Movement to 
Sue.::ess in Athletics.0 Research Quarterly, 1Jsl46-155, March, 1942. 
12 
he said, 91Quick reaction time is considered to be an earmark of' a good 
22 
athlete." Erickson observed that, "The relationship between reaction 
time and success in athletics is a point of controversy and is not 
definite, although some studies indicated a positive relationship between 
the two."23 
Clarke and Gline�, in a study on 13-year old boys in 1962, found 
little relationship batween the reaction times of various parts of the 
body. They also concluded that reaction time is independent of other 
strength or anthropometrical measurements and should be considered as a 
24 
specific trait. 
A study to determine the difference between reaction time and 
speed of movement in males and females was conducted by Hodgkins. She 
studied 930 men, women, and children f�om age six to eighty-four to 
determine differences between males and females in reaction till1e and 
speed of movement time, and to ascertain if a relationship exists between 
the two. The re sults showed• (1) Males were faster than females in both 
areas, (2) No relationship was found between rea�tion time and speed of 
movement time, (J) Both .males and females incraased in reaction time and 
22J. Patrick, .. Quick Reaction Time Means Athletic Ability," 
!:Y:_� Jou..io.-nal, 101)0-68, September, 1949. 
2Jc. E. Erickson, "A Study to Determine the Relationships Between 
Certain Psychological Cap�cities and Success in Coaching Football .. (u..�published Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, B oston, 1953), 
PP� 4-445. 
24H. Harrison Clarke and Donald Glines, .. Relationships of Reaction, 
Movement and Completion Times to Motor Strength, Anthropometric and 
Maturity Maasures in 13-year old Boys," Research Quarterly, 32:194-200, 
May, 1962. 
speed of movemsnt time until early adulthood and then decrea sed , and 
(4) �..ales maintained peak speed of movement for a longer time , while 
female s maintained peak sp ed in reaction time fo� a longer time . 25 
Recent studie s done on reaction time have been beneficial in the 
devalopm·ent of ta sts . Smith , in 1964, found reaction time and Speed of 
13 
movement time to be greater when the muscle was partially c ontracted than 
when it was completely relaxed. 26 A study done in 1969 found no effect 
of fatigue on reaction time. 27 
In 1953, Patty c onduc ted a study to determine the relationship of 
certain physical , mental , perceptual, and sensory charac teri stics to 
succes sful perf orr.iance in basketball. The subjects were 271 male students 
at Indiana Sta te Univarsitye Of these , 101 were candidates :for basketball 
teams and the other 170 ·ware cho sen from ba sic sld.lls cla sse s in basket-
ball. He found that successful basketball players were si gnificantly 
better than unsuccessful basketball players in reaction time . Reaction 
time wa s measured by a light re sponse system c onsisting of a pad attached 
to the wall which the playar struck when he saw tha light begin to glow.2 8  
25Jean Hodgkins, "Reacti on Time and Speed of Movement in Males and Females of Various .4.ges ,  '.� Research Quarterly, 34 a JJ5-J4J, October , 1963. 
26Laon E. Smith , "Effect of Muscular Strength , Tensi on ,  · and Relaxation Upon the Reac tion Time and Speed of Movement of a Supported 
Limb , " Research Quarterly, J5 s .546-55J, December, 1964. 
· 27carlton R. Meyers ,  William Zimmerli , �· David Farr, and N orbert 
A. Baschnagel , "E.ffect 0£ Strenuous Physical Activity Upon Reaction Time, "  Research Quarterly, 40 i 3.32-JJ7 , May, 1969. 
· 28.Elbert K .  Patty, "The Relation ship of Selected Measurable Traits 
to Success in Ba sketballn (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Indiana 
University, Bloomington , June p 1953) , PP • 1-1300 
2 7 4 2 2 6  
SO U T H  o,' l\OT ·'\ ::, TATE U I V E R S I TY L I BRARY 
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Patty went on to state , "The se findings were not surprising since the 
game of ba sketball would appear to require quick movements , the ability 
to keep one ' s  balance after jumping or leaping , and the quick initiation 
and repetition of p o siti on s  and movements. u29 
The Nelson Reaction Timer was used by Johnson and Nelson in tests 
of reaction time and speed of movement . They found reliability c oef­
ficients of . 89 when measuring reacti on time and .75 when mea suring speed 
of movement time in college men. Face validity wa s acc epted a s  long a s  
tt t d t t . . t. d d � JO no a emp wa s ma a o separa e reaction 1ma an spee oi movement. 
1'iteratui:2...fu!.l!teq, to GriJ?._ and Wri st Strel}E.th and Hand Size 
A leader in the fteld of strength te sting , according to Mathews , 
wa s D. Aro  Sargent ,  who devi sed a test known as the Intercollegiate 
Strength Te st in 187Js Hi s test included back and leg strength a s  
mea sured by a dynamometer,  grip strength a s  measured by a manuometer ,  
lung capacity a s  mea sured by the wet spirometer , and arm s trength as 
Jl measured by dips and pull-ups.  
Ma.thews also reported on strength studies involving resistance to 
pull which were introduceO. by Martin in 1915. This "break technique" 
as  it wa5 later called, u sed a spring scale for mea suring eleven muscle 
JOBar!'y L. Johnsen and Jack K$ Nel�on ,  P!"actical Mea surements 
for Evaluation i n  Physi cal Edt1cati on (Minneapoli s •  The Burge ss C ompany, 
I9?oJ;-pp.· ·2a::y;: -- --
- --
Jlnonald K .  Yl.athews , Measurements in Physical Educa tion (Philadelphia • w. B0 Sau."lders C ompany, 196"31, PP • b8-70.  
groups. The te st wa s eventually shortened to one test of the muscles 
of tha forearm and correlated � 91 with the original te st. 32 
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Several studie s have been done eo::nparing left hand and right hand 
grip strength . Bookwalter found more variation in left hand grip strength 
than in right hand grip strength . Hi s results showed right hand grip 
strength to ba con si s tently greater than left in relati.on to age and 
weight . 33 Laiding , Monpatit, and Montoya stated that left-handed people 
are more likely to have a dominant right hand , but the oppo site i s true 
for right·-handed people . They attributed thi s to the influence of a 
right-handed society • .34 
In a study relating grip strength to body mea surements ,  Everett 
and Sills found the width of the hand to be more highly related to grip 
strength than wa s the length of the hand or fingers. 35 Scott stated that 
hand and arm size can ba mi sleading when judging grip strength . 36 In a 
related study done in 1962 , O ' C onnell and Pierson foUi.�d grip strength was 
3%arl w. Bookwalter , ,.Grip Strength N orms for Ma.les , 0  Research 
Quarterly, 21 : 249-253, October, 1950. 
34Lawrence Laiding, Richard Monpeti t ,  and Henry J .  Monteye ,  0Grip 
Strength of School Children , Saginaw, Michigan : 1889 and 1962 , •• Ra s9a.rch 
Quarterly, 38 : 231-237 , May, 1967. 
3.5peter Evere tt and Frank Sills ,  11 The Relationship of Grip Strength 
to Stature , Soma.totype C omponents, and A�thropometric Mea surements of the 
Hand , " Research 9uar:..erly, 42 : 241-246 , May, 19.52. 
36M. Glady Scott , Analysis !l.f_ Hum.an Motion (New York : Appleton­
Century-Crofts , 196 3) , p �  244: 
significantly related to weight ,  but not to age or height • .37 Bowers 
found a significant relationship between hand and arm size and grip 
strength . 38 
Cratty stated that reacti on time , arm sp eed and grip strength 
are independent and exhibit little relationship , but 0 Th9re is a high 
c orrelation between grip strength and persi stence in performance of a 
ta sk • .. 39 
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O ' C onnell and Pierson ,  when c omparing grip strength 0£ gymna sts , 
football players , and ba sketball players ,  found no significant difference 
40 among these groups. 
Arm strength wa s found to correlate the highe st vrith a basketball 
achievement te st in a study c onducted by Hinton and Rarick using 64 
c ollege girls as subjects. The criterion wa s a composite score obtained 
on the Cubberley and C ozens Ba sketball Achievement te st . Although arm 
strength e orrelated the highe st with the criterion, it showed a low 
intercorrelation with the other strength te sts ( grip , back and legs ) .  
Hinton and Rarick concluded that "A-l-ln strength a�d other strength tests 
do not mea sure t.he same thing. 041 They want on to state tha.t urne other 
37Eugsne R. O ' C onnell and William R. Pierson, 0'Age , Weight , a.nd 
Grip Strength , "  Research Quarterly, 32 s 439-443, Oetol?er , 1962 . 
38:Louis · E . Bowers ,  ''Inve stigation of the Relationship of Hand 
Size and Low.'9r Arm Gi.rths t.o Hand Grip St.rength a s  Mea sured by Selected 
Hand Dynamometers, " Re search Quarterl;x:, J2 a J08-Jl4,  1961. 
39B�Jant J. · Cratty, Movement Behavior and Mot or Learning (Philadelphia • Lea and Fabiger , 1967) , P •  225. 
40o •Connell and Pierson, loc . cit. 
41Evelyn A. Hinton and Lawrence P.arick , "The Correlati on of Roger' s  Te st of Physical Capacity a.nd the Cubberley and . Cozens Measurement of 
Achievement i.n Bask�tball, 0 Research Quarterly, ll s  58-65, October,  1940. 
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strength te sts combine with arm strangth to predi ct the basketball te st 
to a fairly high degra e . 042 Al so , it wa s felt that although arm strength 
mAY be important , the development of arm strength usually leads to the 
development of general body strength . In c onclusion they stated ,  ''Thi s  
finding would lead one t o  believe that strength o f  the arms plays a 
greater pa.rt in the acquiring of ba sketball skill s than would ordinarily 
be thought . .. 43 
Di Giovanna found that basketball players exhibited much greater 
explosive power , arm pull , and leg strength than the other group s of 
athletes in hi s study. In summarizing hi s c onclusi on s ,  Di Giovanna 
stated, .. These factors are a ssociated with athletic succe s s . "44 
Sharmin, in di scus sing jump shooting , stated , "I empha size a very 
strong wri st snap , including a complete .follow-through . 045 He went on to 
say, "The over-the-head jump shot leverage i s  controlled n'.ainly by 
wri st snap . 046 Cousy supported Sharmin' s views when ha stated, "In 
shooting a jump shot, much of the energy is converted to altitude ; the 
remaining force required to reach the basket must. come from tha arms , 
42rbid. 
l�J,-b . d .... 1 • 
l�incant Di Gioiranna , "The Relation of Selected Structural and 
Function.al Mea sure s to Success . µi  C ollege Athletic s , " Research Quarterly, 
141 199-215, May, 194J. 
45.8111 Sharm.in, Sharmin EE. Basketball Shooting (Englewood Cliffs , 
New Jersey s  Prentice-Hall , .Lnc . , 1965) , P• 40 ., 
46 Ibid. , P •  60. 
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wri sts and fingers. "47 Sharmin reiterated the importance of the fingers 
when he said , 0Whan gripping the ball, only the fingers should c ome in 
contact with the bal1. 048 
While atte�pting to determine what traits were possessed by 
succe s sful ba sketball players , Patty found that succes sful players had 
significantly better sc ores than unsucce ssful players in grip strength , 
hand width and length , and arm pull . Grip strength wa s measured by using 
a ma.nuometar and arm pull wa s measured with a dynamometer. Hand width wa s 
determined by measuring the hand imprint acros s the base of the fingers 
(width) and from the tip of the index finger to the he,al of the hand 
on the . radius side (length) . Of the 24 traits measured by Patty, 17 
were found to ba significant when comparing the �uccessful players (team 
candidate s )  to unsucce ssful players (basic skills cla ss ) . 49 
Commenting on te sting grip strength , Hunsicker and Greey stated 
that body po sition is an imp ortant £actor in measuring strength. T'ney 
falt the bast po sition wa s standing with a good basa , knaes slightly bent , 
and the arm to be measured held at an elboi.f flexion angle of 90 degrees. SO 
Several reliable instru.i'1lents have bean devised to mea sure grip 
strength. B owers, in studying the reliability of three different 
47Bob C ousy, Ba sk tball C oncepts � Techniques (Boston s Allyn 
and Bacon , Inc . , 1970) , P •  J9. 
48 . . . . Sharnu.n, op . cito , P• JJ. 
49Patty, loc . ci t. 
50George Greey a.l'td Rod Hunsicker , "Studies in Human Strength , •• 
Research Quarter=!-;!, 28 1 111-118, }fay, 1959. 
instruments ,  found a significant difference in mean scores between the 
cable tensiometer and the Narragansett hand dynamonieter. Hi s results 
indicated that adjusting tha dynamometer improved the possibility of 
obtaining grip strength scores relative to hand size and length . He 
found reliabili ty c oefficients of . 95 for t.�e cable tensiometer, . 91 
for the Smsdley adju stable dynamomater , and 0 89 for the Narraganset 
hand spring dynamometer. 51 
Alderman and Banfield c onsidered the cable tensiometer to be 
be st for measuring grip strength because it had the advantage s  of 
(1) Manipulation of body and joint angle to an effective position for 
maximum application of strength , and (2) Objective recordings on the 
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dial. For the eight tests c onducted , they found reliability c oefficients 
ranging from . 74 to . 98. The re sults of their te sts showed & (1)  No 
significant difference in reliability batwaen random administrati on and 
standard administration. and (2 ) The use of the best score over the mean 
score did not affect raliability. 52 
Cotten and Johnson conducted a study to det�rmine i£ varying the 
span setting of the adjustable grip attach.."1lent of the T-5 tensi ometer 
affected the grip strength reading of c ollege men , and if so , how the 
be st setting could be deterI'!'..ined. Their re sults showed that a setting 
51.Bowers , loc . cit. 
52Richard B.  Alderman and Terry Banfield, .. Reliability E 5timation 
in the Measurement of Strength , "  Research Quarterly, 40:448-4.54, 
October, 1969. 
of medium small (MS = 5. 25  cm. ) wa s the best setting for te sting grip 
strength in male s . 53 In a similar te st c onducted by C otten and Bonnell 
on college women , the medium small setting was also found to be the be st 
setting. Results of thi s study showed significantly different strength 
measure s with a change in setting , and significantly higher readings 
were obtained with the MS setting • .54 
In a te st-rete s t situation using the cable tensiometer, Knoll 
found that tho reliability sc ore increa sed fro� . 91 to . 99 indicating a 
high retest reliability. 55 
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Regarding the number of trial s ,  B owers considered the mean of 
four trials a s  the ia.ea sura of grip strength for the subjac t .  56 Monpetit , 
Montoya , and Laiding st..ated that one trial , as c ompared to two trials ,  
decreased the mean for grip strength about one kilogram. They felt that 
in a re search study this might cause a significant difference . 57 
Literature Rela·ted to Peripheral Vi si on 
Barclay c onducted a study to determine the relationship exi sting 
between vi sion and certain athletic skills. Hi s  results did not show a 
· 53Doyice J .  Cotten and Allen Johnson ,  0Use of the T-5 Cable 
Tensiometer Grip Attachment for Mea suring Strength o� C ollege Men, " Research Quarterly, 41 : 454-56 , October , 1970. 
· .54Doyice J .  C otten and Lorraine Bonnell , "Investigation of the T �5 Cable Ten si ometer Griu Attacrrn1·ent for Measutj.ng Strength o:r C ollege r..r • ,, n omen , '' Re search guart�t"ly, 40 a  848-50, December, 19o9. 
· 5.5walter Kroll , "Reliability Variations of Strength in Te st-Rete st 
Situati. ons, 0 Re search Qua ... terly, J4 : 50-5.5 , March , 1963. 
56B 1 . . owar s ,  oc . ci �o  
5?Laiding , Monpetit.,  and Nontoye , loc . cit. 
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significant relationship between eye-efficiency scores and basketball 
shootj.ng success. Therefore, Barclay felt that the statement , "he has a. 
good eye" could not be supported by stati stics • .58 
A study done by Hobson and Henderson on the rel�tionship between 
success in basketball and visual field size revealed that the best pa ss 
concealer (rating by co:aches) had a horizontal visual field fifteen 
degree s larger than other players. 59 
Frank Low, in 1946, developed an apparatus for measuri..ng 
peripheral vi si on. The apparatus, consisting of a flat half circle with 
a radius of eighteen i.nche s ,  wa s placed on the horizontal eye-le·vel of 
the sub ject. Ea.ch eye was tested separately. The �ubject fL�ed his eye 
on an object on the edge of the platform directly ahead of him .  A 
Landolt Ring ,  wh1.ch i s  a circle with a minute break on its edge , was 
illuminated by an instrument much like a flashlight. The p ositi on and 
size of the break wa s changed, as was the position or the ring within 
the peripheral field of the platform. The Rir1g was illuminated for . 5 
seconds. The subject ' s  ability to accurately locate the position of the 
\ 
break at the vari ous angl� s was considered to be an indicator or his 
peripheral visual acuteness. 60 
58Geoi•ge D. Barclay, "The Relationship Between Efficient Vision 
and Certain Sensory Motor Skills •• ( unpubli shed Doctoral dissertation ,  
New York University, New York City, 19.38) , PP • 1-8'7. 
59Robert Hobson and M. T .  Henderson ,  "A Preliminary study of the 
Vi sual Field in Athleti c s �  u I_owa Acade& E!_. Sciences� 48 1 331-340, 1941. 
60Frank N Low " So�e Characteri stic s of Peripherai Vi sion 
Performance , "  �eric�n ![ournal 2f. Physiology� 1L�6 1 57J-584, ·July, 1946-. 
Sherman developed a new program for training in drawing. Hi s 
program involved having students sit in a darkened room and reproduce 
picture s that wer e  fla shed upon a movie screen for 1/10 second. They 
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were then given one and one half :minute s to reproduce the image . On th e 
five tests of visual acuity, the experimental group gained more than the 
control group . The experimental group showed si gnificant gains in 
central acuity, peripheral acuity ,  and peripheral stereo-acuity. Sherman 
found the significant gain in central acuity to be of particular intere st 
because the literature seem s  to indicate t.�a t training can do little to 
improve c entral acuity. 61 The implication of this study to athletics and 
physical education was pointed out by Sherman when he stated : 
Most sports--notably football � basketball , ba seball , hockey, 
soccer , tenni s ,  and handball--require a high degree 0£ vi sual skill 
if competency is  to be achieved in the sport. The good player must 
be able to see the whole vi sual field in which tha play is emerging, 
and h<a must sea most of it a s  peripheral Vision ,  out of the c orner 
of his eye. 62 
The training in drawing increasad the field of peripheral vi sion of 
students in thi s demonstration by 86 percent and increa sed tha accuracy 
of depth .judgments in the perlpher.r by 400 percent·. 6J In another study 
Sherman further supported thi s view by observing that "peripheral vi sion 
is more important than central vi sion .  u64 Ha felt that central vi sion 
. 61Hoyt Sherm.an, _Qranng � Seeing (New York : Hinds , Hayden and 
Eldridge, 1947) , ppo 1-77• 
62Ibid. , P• 56. 
63rbida 
64Hoyt Sherman, ".Aspects of Vi sual Perception and Their Relation­
ships to Motor Activity, �• 5Jrd Annual Proceedings , C ollega Phvsica.l 
Education Association (Wa shington , D. C . College of Physical Educati on Association ,  1959) , p� 8. 
was more c oncerned with identification and analysi s while psriph�ral 
vi sion wa s more c oncerned with po sition and mas s. 65 
2J 
A study by Stroup c oncluded that peripheral vi sion contributed 
greatly to basketball a bility. In hi s study, Stroup c ornpared ba sketball 
players and nonba sketball players in their field of moti on perception . 
A real , but not signi fi cant , difference between the range of per¢epti on 
in the two group s wa s found . Al so ohtained was a correlati on of . 765 
between mea surements of peripheral vi si on and ba sketball ability. 66 In 
conclusi on, he stated ,  "Thi s wa s interpreted a s  indicating a real relation­
ship between the range of inotion percepti on and ba sketball ability. ••6? 
Banister and Blackburn found that better ball players have larger 
interpupillary di stances and from that they c oncluded that the players 
68 would al so have better peripheral vi si on . 
When judging the distance to the basket, C ousy felt that the 
player ' s eye s c omputed the di stance by comparing texture , c onverging line s ,  
or othe� vi sual stimuli with previ ous experience. He felt that the se 
factors in the field of vi si on aided in improving the shooting accuracy 
or a basketball player. 69 
-·-----
65rbid . 
66stroup , loc . cit. 
67Ibid . 
68H. Banister and J .  M. Blackburn , 0An Eye Factor Af£ecting 
Proficier,.ey in Ball Game s , " Briti sh !!.?urn_& of f.s..Ych ol oey, 21 1 382-384 , 
1930. 
69 8 Cousy, op. cit. , P• 3 • 
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Gallager concluded that a kasn natural vision i s  not a s  important · 
in motor learning as it wa s once thought to ba . 70 
C obb conducted a study on c olor recognition in the field o:f 
vi sion and folli�d that s o�a colors , notably red and blue , are more easily 
perceived in the field of vi si.on. Cobb stated that testing peripheral 
vi sion i s  highly subjective sinca the ta ster must depend upon the 
subject ' s de scription of what he percaivas.  He feels that there i s  a 
definite lack of te sting equipment in thi s area. New te sting methods and 
equipment are all ba sically the same.71 
Literature Related to Depth Percaotion 
A study by Dick son i nve stigated the relationship 0£ depth perception 
to shooting ability in basketball. In hi s study Dickson stated, 0The 
perception of di stance i s  probably the most important factor in the 
succe s s  of ba sketball shooting . ..  72 The re sults of hi s study did not show 
a significant :relati onship between shooting ability and depth perception. 
Dickson felt that " The tests of depth perception do not mea sure the 
factors o± .. depth perception requi site to basket-sho�ting ability e "73 
Winograd investigated binocular vi sual efficiency and depth 
perception in ita.rsity and rejected ba seball players and non-athlete s .  Hi s 
. 70Jam.es G.allagar � 0A Study of Changes in Eye Movement and Vi sual Focus During the Learning . of Jugglingcw (tLl"lpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the sis , 
Pennsylvania State University, Univer�ity Park, 1961) ,  P •  16. 
71Robert A .  C obb , ''li C omparative Study of C olor Recognition in the 
Peripheral Field of Vi sion of Participants in Selected Sports" (unpublished Master' s thesi s ,  Springfi�ld C ollege � Sp�ingfield , 1967) ,  PP• 52-53. 
72Joseph F. Dickson ,  � 'The Relationship of Depth :erception to Goal 
Shooting in Btt. sketball., ( tmoubli shed Doctoral disserta. ti on , Sta ta 
University of Io"-:>Ta , I o·wa City" 19.34) , pp o 11-12. 
73rbid� . 
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study revealed superior vi.sion in athlete s when c ompared to non-athletes ,  
and a reliable difference in vi sual sc ore s of varsity players when 
c ompared to non-athlete s and re jected athlete s ,. 74 
. Clark and Warren c ompared athletes to non-athlete s to determine if 
success in sports wa s related to either depth percepti on or interpupillary 
di stance . They used a modificati on of the Howard-Dolman apparatus to 
measure depth percepti on and another gauga to mea sure interpupillary 
distance . Their re sults showed : (1)  No significant relationship 
between depth perc eption and interpupillary di stance and (2 ) No signi�i-
cant difference between athletes and non-athletes in interpupillary 
distance or depth percep'tion . 7.5 
McCloy and Young listed depth perception a s  one of the probable 
essentials in motor educability. They continued by saying s 
It i s  highly probabla that in many athletic sports ,  depth 
percepti on i s  a fa ctor of importance . The ability to field 
a fly ball , to intercept a hard driven ball in ba seball , to 
intercept and catch a long pa ss in basketball , to shoot goals , 
and to execute many other performance s would seem to be related 
to depth perception. 76 
Olsen used the Howard Dolman apparatus to study depth percepti on in 
intel"nlediate athletes and non-athlet9se  In hi s review of the literature , 
Olsen conc luded that there wa s little if any relationship between depth 
74samuel Wino�rad "Relationship of Timing and Vi sion to Ba seball Performance , " Resea;ch Quarterly, 1) 1 481-493, December , 1942 . 
75J3rant Clark and Neil Warren , "Depth Perception and Interpupillary Distance as Fac tors in Proficiency in J?a.11 Ga.mes , 0 American Journal .£! Psy;ch.olog;z, 47 1 485-487 , July, 1935& 
76Charles H. McCloy and Norma D. Young , Tests and Measurements � Healid!. and Ph:vsical E�ucation. (N"e1'7 York : Appleton4nturJ-Crofts ," 
· .Lnc . , 19.54).p. 4979 
perception and motor perforrnance . 77 The results of thi s study sh owed a 
significant difference between athliete s and intermediate athlete s in 
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depth perception and apprehansion span and much better (not significant ) 
· depth percepti on in athletes and intermediate athlete s than in non­
athlete s . 78 
· Mail reported that depth te sting has been used extensively since 
1919 by military and automotive personnel to examine pilots and drivers . 
Sha felt that the Howard-Dolman apparatus enabled practical te sting in 
this area of perception . '79 Mail felt that a wide variety of gros s  motor 
skills depend upon the analysi s of , and reaction to , vi sual cues. 80 
Literature Related to Kinesthetic Perception 
In 1936 Honzik c onduc ted a study of rats to determine wha t role · 
kinesthesi s played in maze learning. His re sults showed that kinesthesis 
may not be relatively i:mpo:z. tant to maze learning , but se ems to be 
e ssential to the smooth .flow of movement s after learning has begun due to 
other stimuli . Ho:nzik c oncluded that kine sthesi s i s  not necessary to 
learning or perfecting a habit, and learning by kine sthesi s  alone i s  
. 81 J..mpossible . 
77Einar A Olsen .. Relationship Between Psychological Capacitie s and • , 0 I"' Succe ss in College Athletic s , " Re search Quarterly, 27 : 70-79, March , 195oe 
78.rbid. 
79patricia D Mail "The Influence of Binocular Depth Perception in • , 
• • 1h . s . th c the Learii..ing of a Motor Skill" (unpublished Master s Ui esi s ,  nu . ollege ,  
Northampton, Massachusetts, 1965) , P •  10. 
80:rbid. , P •  14 
81 ,.. H H · 1 "Role of Kinesthesi s in Maze Learning, " Science 11 � .  • onz1K , 
22 : 873-874 ,  1936 . 
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According to Phillip s ,  "Effici ent kine sth ... si s i s  e s sential to 
defined motor performanc e . " 82 To support thi s statement , Phillip s used 
a group of c ollege man to study the relationship between ten kine sthetic 
te sts and the skill s of playing a ten foot putt and playing a golf ball 
for accuracy at a target eighteen feet from the tee . He found a low 
positive relationship between certain phases  of kine sthe si s and per­
formance succe ss in the early stage s of skill acqui siti on . Other pha s e s  
showed a zero or ne gative relati onship . 83 
Arm rai se and balance stick , target pointing, and Young ' s  battery 
· of kinesthetic te sts were recommended by Fisher on the basis of the 
result s of her study on high school girls. She found 511'.all positive 
c orrelati ons between the kine s thetic tests used and general motor ability 
and capacity. Her re sults were too low t o  be us�d for predicti on . 84 
Yo,mg administered 19 kine sthetic tests to a group of c ollege 
women. Through the u se of multiple c orrelati ons she rec ommended arm 
rai sing , leg rai sing ,  and balance stick as a batter-/ of te sts for 
additional study in kine sthe si s .  When the se three tests were c orrelated 
to a score of all 19 te sts ,  a multiple correlation of . 984 wa s obtainad . 85 
Roloff viewed kine sthe si s  not a s  a single sense but a s a composite , 
With a number of sen s e  organs a s  contributors .  Various propri oceptors help 
82B . E .  Phillips ,  "Kine sthe si s and Its Relation to Learning Motor 
Skill s , "  Re search Quarterly, 12 : 571-577 , October , 1941. 
83-rbid. 
84ztose:mary Fi sher, "A Study of Kine sthe si s in Selected Motor Move­ments" (unpubli shed Ma ster � s thesi s ,  State Universi ty of Iowa , Ames ,  1945) , 
p. Jl. 
8.501ive G. Youn g , .,A study of KinB sth 3 si s  in Relation to Selected Movements , "  �esearch 9�torly, 16 : 227-287 ,  1945. 
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to acquaint an indi vidu 1 with tha po sition of hi s arms and legs in 
86 
relation to the re st of hi s body. The importance of the proprioceptor� 
was p ointed out by Roloff when sh� - stated,  0W1thout such informati on 
which i s  relayed to the central nervous system, there c ould be no 
coordinated and adjusted movements. 087 Sha viewed kine sthetic sense a s  
one o f  the contributing factors i n  the individual ' s  ability t o  ·learn an 
activity· or skill. 88 
A study c omparing tha effec tivene s s  of teaching the ona-hand push 
shot by three different methods wa s undertaken by Halvers on in 1949. The 
three methods used were : mental practice , overt practice , and kine sthetic 
awareness. The latter placed empha si s on kine sthetic memory of the shot 
and suggested rec 11 of range of moti on s ,  the amount of force , the feeling 
of quick extension , and feel of balanc3 on ths lead foot after relea se . 89 
The importance of kine s the si s was empha sized by Oberteuffer when 
he stated, " The individual with a keen kine sthetic ssnse can ' .feel ' each 
shot o:L- stroke and ' sense ' the smoothness and accuracy of the muscular 
efforts • .,9o Added support for thi s idea wa s given by Phillips when he 
86i,ouise L. Rolof " "Kina sthe si s in Relati on to the Learning of 
Selected Motor Skillst t  (�publi shed Doct�r of Philosophy dis sertation , 
Iowa State University, Ama s ,  1952 ) ,  P •  19. 
87Ibid. 
88r,oui se L . Roloff, "Kine sthe si s in R.9lation to Motor Learning . "  
Re search Quarterly, 24 : 210-?13, May, 1953. 
89Lolas Halverson , "A C ompari son of TI1ree Method s  of Teaching Motor Skill s" (unpublished ifa ster ' 5 the si s ,  University of Wi sconsin , 
Madi son ,  1949) , PP • 1-BJ. 
· 90Delbert Oberteuffer , Physical Educati on (New York s Harper and Brothers . 1951) , pp .  1-·J?Lr. 
indicated that both p sychologi sts and c oache s seam t o  agree that 
kinesthe si s  i s  nece s sary for sup e ri or motor performance . 91 
In a study c onducted on c ollege women ba sketball players ,  
Zimmerman found the highly skilled player tended t o  have a slightly 
better kinesthetic sense than the less skilled performer. 92 She used 
several different mea sure s of kine sthe si s  with arm rai se and balance 
stick giving the highest co�relations with the criterion. 93 
Literature Related to Leg Power 
Among the research done to determine the be st te st of leg power 
wa s a study done in 1962 by Gray, Start , and Glencross.  In thi s study, 
the jump reach test , standing broad jump ,  squat jump , and tha modified 
vertical power jump were c ompared with a criterion measure (vertical 
power jump) .  The modi fied vertical power ju .. -rnp was determined to be the 
best test of leg power because it showed a reliability r.ieasure of . 977 
and validit..y of . 989 when correlated with the criterion. 94 
· 91Bernath Phillin s , .. The Relati onship Between Certain Phases of 
Kinesthesis and Parforrr�nce During the Early Stage s of Acquiring Two 
Percept.uo-Motor Skill s0 (unoublished Ma ster ' s thesi s ,  Penn sylva.nia State 
College , Philadelphia , 1941) , PP • 1-77 .  
92Patricia Ann Zim."nerman, "The Relationship o f  Kinesthesi s  to High and L-ow Levels of Ba sketball Ability Among College Women" 
(unpublished Ma ster ' s the si s ,  University of Illinois ,  Urbana , _ 1961) , 
pp. 1-68. 
93rbid. 
94R. K .  G:ray11 K .  B .  S tart , and D. J .  Glencross,  '-'A Useful �odifi­cation of the Vartical Power Jump , 0 Research Quarterly, 32 : 2.30-2]4, 
May, 1962. 
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The vertical po� �r jump, or Sargent ju.iip test , wa s originated by 
D. A .  Sargen t in 1921 and later validated by L. w. Sargent. 95 Henry 
reported that evidance o� its validity wa s also found by Collins and 
Howe , Bovard and C ozens , and McCloy. 96 
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McCloy stated that the Sargent jUr-np test was the bast single te st 
for predicting 1 g powar. 97 He went on to say & 
Since speed and vigor of movement are characteri stics of 
many of the athletic sport s such a s  football ,  ba seball , and 
basketball , it would follow that th9 Sargent Jump should be 
an excellent item to be included in a ba ttery of tests de­
signed to te st , among o�her thing s ,  thi s i tem of explo sive 
muscular c ontractions.9  
I n  establi shing the validity o f  tha Sargent Jump , L .  W .  Sargent 
studied the jump as it i s  related to the body build and age in men and 
women. Some of hi s obnervations ware s (1) For man and women above high 
school age , the jump i s un� lated to hei ght and weight , (2) There i s  a 
high correlation beb.reen athlstic ability and skill in the jump , and 
( J) Strength, speed, c oordinati on, and will power are not necessary 
factors in the performance of t..li9 jump . 99 The results of Sargent ' s  study 
showed • (1) No significant. relationship s between the Sargent Jump and 
body build (leg strength , h�ight, weight , or any other anthropometrical 
95L. W. Sargent , "Soma Observations of the Sargent Test or Neuro­
nrU.scular Efficiency, " American f.hy;;,ical Education P..gview, 29 : 47 ,  FebruariJ, 1924. . 
96Franklin Hen�J, "The Practice and Fatigue Effects in tha Sargent J'Ul?lp , " Research Quarterly, 13 : 16-29,  }larch , 1942. 
CfJ S ,,_ - It . . nC . H.  McCloy, 0Rec i:mt Studies in the argan � JtL'1!fJ, Quarterly, 2 a 2 3 5-2l�2 , ?f..a.y, 19 J2. 
9a .. b . d ..L. 1 • 
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measurement) ,  and ( 2 ) No signi�icant relationship between the height of 
the jump and the amount of squat preceding the jump . lOO 
Van Dalen, in a s tudy c orrelating the Sargent Jump to track and 
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field events,  pointed out that a maximum contraction in a minimum amount 
of time i s  required in track and fiuld events . The se events are c on-
sidered to be power events and include running , throwing , and j�'Tlping. 
He further added tha t there may ba a hi gh relati onship between the 
Sargent Jump and ba sketball ability since basketball consists chiefly or 
running , jumping and throwingc lOl 
In a similar study, McCloy found a reliability c oefficient of � 890 
when c orrelating four tra�K and field events ,  c onsidered to be power 
events ,  and the Sargent Ju:np . H also found highar c orrelati ons when the 
best result of more than on dayc s jump wa s usad. 102 
Henry found that the reliability of the Sargent Ju.-np wa s 
influenced by fatigue and prac tic _ ,  but fatigue during th experiment did 
not affect the validity. l03 
Martin and Stull c ondu-o ted a study to datermine the bast knee a.ngla 
and foot spacings for pe· fo�ng the vertical y��p. TheiT results showed 
that knee angle ,  lateral foot sp cing s ,  and an teri o-postarior foot 
spacings exert independent affects on vertical jumping performance. They 
. lOlDeobald Van Dalen , 0.flew Studies in the Sargent Jump , "  !esearch. Quartarlzp 11 : 11.3-llQ , �by, 1940. 
102McCloy, lo-� , cite 
lO 'L i-4- 29 ·"'l1em--y, Op ti c . . ..., ,. , p e  · • 
concluded that the mo st effective stance wa s w"i.th a knee angle of 115 
degree s ,  the feet spread .5-10 inches laterally and slightly over five 
inches anterio-posteri o ly. 104 
According to Burley and Anderson, leg power is more closely related 
to o ome sports (baskstba.11, tr�ck and swimming ) than to others , and 
.. Power a s  measured by the ju.-rnp .e.nd reach test i s  an imp ortant c omponent 
of athletic abili ty and i s  closely a s soci ated with athletic success . 0105 
Their study attempted to relate leg power to intelligence scores and 
athletic p.erforma.nce, but the correlati on obtained was too low for 
106 
predictive purpose s .  
The impor �nce of leg po �er in shooting wa s pointed out by 
Sha.r.min when he stated, 0 'It i s  vecy important to usa the legs and body 
so that the arm arid wri st do not have to furni sh all the muscle needed to 
get the shot to the basket. "107 
Literatu,:e Related to FlexibilitI 
One of th.a early leaders in flexibility m�asuremant wa s Cureton 
who devised a te st of flexibility which includad s trunk naxion, trunk 
extension, shoulder elevation ,  and ankle flexi on . For the trunk and 
. le4Thomas p .  }fo.rti:i and G. Alan St.ull, 0Effe?ts of Vari?us Knae n Angle and Foot Spacing C ombinations in Perfo!T.'..ance in the Vertical Jump , 
Research Quarterly, 40 : 324-JJO , 11.ay, 1969. 
. lO�loyd R. Burley and Roy Anderson, "Relation of Ju..'1Ip and .. Reach Mea sure s of Ponar to Inte1-1igence Scor�s and Athletic Performancs , .fut.search QuarterlY:• 26 : 28-}4, March , 1955$ 
l06rb· d 1 • 
107�h . . . 40  arnrin , op . c1� . , P �  � 
shoulder measurements,  Cureton used a linear system of mea surement 
employing sliding calipers . Ankle fiexion was mea, sured by measuring 
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the distance s between two marks on the pa�er repre sentin g the flexed and 
extended positions . Cureton standardized hi s  te sts and e stabli shed 
p&l"centile rankings . Hi s  te st i s  not considered to be a truly valid 
108 measure . 
Another device for measuring fiexibj_Jity wa s developed by Hawley. 
Her device , called a spinal flexometer , was used specifically for 
dealing with spinal defects. The mea surements were taken �n degree s with 
the use of a modified protractor , which did not provide for accurate 
m.ea surem.ent ,109 
Benson inea surod flexion and extension of knee and ankle , and 
abduction of the shoulder u sing a )60 degree protractor . His measure s 
were also used for treatment of :i.njurie s ,  and therefore , no i•ec ord s of 
110 normal use were kept . 
The first instrument to mea sure several joints . for flexibility 
was a flat circular dial developed by Leighton in 1941 . His flexometer ,  
a s i t  was cal19d , c onsi st�d o f  a dial 4 1/2 inche s i n  diameter , Liarked off 
in degrees ( 360),  and a weighted needle . To operate effectively , the dial 
. 
108.rhor.i� S K .  Cureton , " Flexibility a. s an Aspect of Physicnl 
Fitne ss , " §.J.lnE}.ei� .12 �� Q�, 12 : )81-390 ,  May, 1941. 
109GertrJ.de Hawley, �sipl£Q:: E!_ :.o.n:ective Exerci se (Philadelphia i I.ea and. Febige.r,  1937 ) ,  P •  lJl. 
llOsimon Ben son , "Th9 Relative Value of Di�f�rent F?rms of � 
Physiotherapy Especially .frlathermy, in Treating � 01nts Stiffened A�er Athletic Inj�ies , "  Re search Quarterlz, l s 57-53t Decereber51 l9JO. 
had to be held on edge . It wa s mounted to a strap for fa stening to a 
body part . 111 A revi sed model of the flexomater has both a wei ghted 
needle and a weighted diai. 112 
Leighton used the flexometer to s tudy male athlete s ages 10 to 
18 to determine flexibility for vari ous age groups and to compare 
athlete s of different sports in flexibility. The subjects in hi s study 
showed a definite downward trend in flexibility from age s 10 to 16. 
From 16 to 18 year s  of age the flexibility varied . Leighton noted that 
this change may have b ean due to change s in actiirity and not to age . 
Using 16 year olds a s  a reference point , Leighton found �.Hi.mmers and 
baseball players to have the highest d gree of flexibility in the JO 
different measure s .  Basketball players were high in  14 of the measures,  
low i n  8, and avera ge i n  th e  other 8 me · sure s .  They were found t o  be 
quite low in shoulder and ankle flexion a �d extension . From his re sults 
Leighton concluded that range s of movement increa se and decrease and 
become fixed within specific ra�ge s c onducive to the b�st performance 0£ 
the skill involved, and flexibility i s a specific fac tor for each joint , 
but can be altered through activity. 113 
H I ' .1.. t ·  h n sh.!>o s+ � ted , "There i s  arri s supported . .,eight.on s c on 1..en 1on w 9 Q � 
no eVidence that fle�:i.bility exi s t s  a s  a single characteri stic of the 
lllJack R. Lei ghton , "A Simple , Ot>jective and Reliable Mea sure or Fle:x:ibility, ., Re sea!'Ch �rterl:y, 31 : 205-216, 1942. 
112Mathews , op . ci t. , P •  269. 
113Jac1 R L· · h.i. "On +ha Significance of Fl�rxibili ty f"or P .K • aig . .,on , ... , . d hYsical Educators " Journal of He.a.1th, fhYsica.1 Educar..ion !!!LRecreation , 31 : 27-28 , .No":a::"J.oer-;-1960. 
hu.l7l2.n body. Thus,  no one comp o site te st or no one j oint acti on mea sure 
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can give a sati sfactory index of the flexibility characteri stic s of an 
individual . 0114 She c ontinued by observing that , "The Leighton :flexometer 
appears to be the mo st objec tive instrument for measuring j oint 
action. 0115 In her review of literature she :reported that many of its 
users found it to be highly valid with reliability e stimate s of . 889 to 
. 997.
116 
Montoye also believed flexibility to be specific for each of the 
117 
various joints of the body and each of the sexe s .  
Ma.thews state s tha t  the 1ralidity o f  the flexometer i s  ba sed upon 
the clearly rec ognized and defined joint movement. Using the te st-rete st 
method ,  Mathews found reliability c oe fficients ranging from . 913 to . 996.118 
Montoya reported that Forbes obta.ined reliability coefficients 
ranging from • 901 to • 983 wh�m the flexometer wa s used for thirty 
dir t t t . t t .  119 ferent flexibility mea sure s in a te s -re e s  si ua i on.  
llh. - D "Fl · b· lit " ����garat L. Harri s ,  Ph. . ,  � exi i y, 49 1 591-600 , June , 1969 . 
11.5:rbid. 
116rbid. 
Physical T'nerapy, 
. 117Hanry J .  Montoye , ed. , !E. Introduc t�on t? Measurement in . Physical Education (Indianapolis,  Indiana , Phi Ep silon Kappa Fraternity, 1970) ,  Volume 4,  P•  68. 
lli'L 6 0 "'1'.tathews , op e ci t . ,  PP • 2 9-27 • 
119Montoye , op . cit. , PG 93. 
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In a study using s ome of the be st shooters on the ea st coast 
(coaches •  opini on s ) , Sc olnick found , through the use of cinematographi c  
analysi s , that a s  the di stance from the ba sket increa sed , the angle of the 
wrist on the follow-through wa s also increa sed . Thi s sesmed to indicate 
the need for greater wri st flexibility to be successful on longer jump 
. . 120 shots.  
· Literature Rel�ted to Agili ty 
Hi storically, agility wa s thought to be determined by heredity, 
but more recent studie s show that it can be improved through practice . A 
review of the literature indicat� s the importance of agility as  a fac tor 
in predicting sp orts abi lity and its p�rticular importance to performance 
121 
in ba sketball . 
Gate s  and Sheffield noted that te t5  of a gility are either te sts 
which include running or thos· which do not. Running te sts ware either 
shuttle or obstacle type �  In their study using junior high boys , thay 
used three batterie s of te sts which involved change of direction. The se 
included ob s tacle ru..Yl , shuttle run, and side stepping <frills. 122 
Bei sa and Pea sley , in their s tudy on agility and reaction time in 
skilled and unski113d women , found that a seven-�eak training peri od did 
120 .. Anth ony Sc olnick , "An Elec trogoni om9tric and Cinema�ogr.aphic Analysi s of the Arm Action of Expert Ba sketball JU>�P Shooter s 
(unpubli shed Doctoral dissertation, Springfield C ollege , Springfield , Massachusetts,  1967 ) , PP • 1-2)4. 
l21· J , d N , - onn son an .1. e ..... s on , op . cit . ,  pp . 113-114. 
l22Donald D. Gate and R.  P .  Sheffield , "Tests of C hang of Direc�on a s Mea surement s  of Different Kinds of Motor Ability in Boys of the Seventn, 
Eighth , and Ni· nth G""'ade s • •  Re search Quarterly, 11 : 140-147 ' October , 1940 . ... ,, . ,,,__�-....-- ..-.--. 
not significantly chang the original sc ore s .  From thi s they c oncluded 
that reac tion time , spaed and agility seemed to be fu..l'ldam.ental to skill 
in certain sports activitie s ,  12 3 
J7 
McCloy and Young found tha t high sc ore s in selected agility te sts 
such as those in the Brace te sts and I owa Brace test , c orrelate highly 
with sports ability. 124 
In 19.54 Cumbee , in a study of m�tor coordinati on , did a £actoral 
analysi s of agility te sts .  In thi s study0 reluctance wa s shown to 
calling the Burpee te st a .,quick change of directi on factor , " because 
it did not correlate ver� hi ghly with that factor. Cumbee felt that 
tests such as the zig-zag , side step , and dodging run would be mora repre­
sentative of the quick change of directi on fac tor . 125 
Bennett research �d the c ontributi on of dance ,  ba sketball and 
swimming to motor ability. In thi s te s t ,  using c ollege women a s  subjects , 
the Burpee te st wa s used as a test of agility. Although swimming , 
basketball and modern dance were suparior to folk da.nca in developing 
agility , no significant difference among the three sports c ould be 
found. 126 
Hilsend g·er, Strow , and Ackerman conducted a study in 1969 to 
determin9 whether ex�rci se s de signed specifically to develop strength and 
123Bei se and Pea sley, loc . cit .  
124.rfoCloy and Pea sley., loc e cit . 
125F:r.anci s z ,,  Ctunb9a , .. F.:actoral .Analysi s of Motor C oordinati on ,  u Re search Quarterlx� 25 : 418, Dsc �mber , 1954· 
126c . Bannett , "Relative C ontributi on �of M�dern Dance:. Folk Danca, Basketball and Swit'lrr..ing to Motor Ab�li tie s  o .r  C ol.L.ege Wo:!nen , Re search .9uarterly,  27 : 253-262 , Octobe� , 1956 . 
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speed were as eftectiv for improving agility a s  were exerci se s de signed 
specifically to da�elop agility. Ei ghty-three male c ollege students were 
divided into five group s wi th each group having exerci s e s  designed 
specifically to improve either agility, strength , speed or speed and 
strength .  The fifth group wa s a c ontrol group and attended lecture s 
only. Tha exerci se a gility gr oup wa s significantly better than any of 
the other group s in the performance of agili ty te sts .  Th e  Illinoi s 
agility te st di scriminated between the agility exerci se and the other 
treatments more exac tly than score s from any other ts sts. From their 
study they c oncluded that agility can be st be developed by programs 
de signed for that purposa .  There wa s also an indicati on of a p o s sible 
factor unique to agility. They also c oncluded that th e tests which 127 
claim to te st agility do not all te st the same thing . 
The effects of selected drills on agility improvement wa s 
investigated by Smith . Forty-nine male s ,udents from basic physical 
education cla sse s w9re used a s  subjects . They ware divided into five 
groups and randomly a s signed to e:cperim�ntal ti eatments which u sed the 
McCauliff Agility C ompon .... nt s Test e The cari oca , running-hand touch and 
forward-backward sprint wa.·e found to be th'9 ba st for developing 
agility. 128 C om.":lenting on agility te sting , Smith stated, " The apparent 
127Donald R Hilsendag r Malcom H .  Strow and Kenneth Ackerman , "A C ompari son of s;eed, Strength , and Agility E..-icerci s� s in the Development 
f:lf Agility, " Re search Q ,a:rt3'>4'ly, 40 & 71-75, March , l9b9 .  
128aichard c .  Smith , Jr . , " The Effects o f  Selec ted Drill s Upon the 
�rovement of Agility" ( unpubli sJled }!a star • s the si s ,  Sou th Dakota State niversity, Brookings , 1969 ) ,  PP • 1-61. 
complex nature of agility maxe s it difficult to measure beeause most 
mea surement s are c oncerned with one ba sic type of change of 
directi on. "129 
Johnson , in devi sing an ob jective basketball te st, felt that 
agility was an important fa tor in sp orts ability and particularly in 
basketb 11 parformanca. 1JO Cozens obserted that , "T'ne ability - to 
change directi on quickly is axtremaly important in athletic events such 
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as  basketball , hockey,  speedball, tenni s and other related activitie s .  ulJl 
Patty, using the dodging run a s  a m a ure of agility, reported a signifi­
cant difference within the successful player group. 132 
· 129Ibid. , p .  12 
lJOWilliam L. Johnson , 00bjective Ba sketball Te s ts for High School Boys" (unpublished Ma. star ' s th� si s ,  University of Iowa , Iowa City, 19.34) 1 
pp, i-87. 
C 
lJlF. We C ozen � �  "The M9.a surement of Gene:-al Athletic Ability 
in 
Eollege Mann (unnubli shed Doctoral di s sartation, University 
of Oregon , 
ugene , 1928) , pp. 1-95. 
1J2 Patty, op . cit . , p .  121. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Thi s chapter de scribe s th selection of subject s ,  methods of 
securing data , and mea suring of the variable s of hand-aye c oordination , 
hand reaction time , speed of movement time , hand siz e ,  grip strength , 
peripheral vi si on,  dep th p arc epti on ,  kine sthetic perception ,  leg power , 
wris·t flexibility, wri st strength , and agility. 
Source of the Data 
The subjects consi sted of twenty-four varsity and junior varsity 
basketball players at South Dakota State University. All of the players 
had been in the b�.i skatball program for at least two months prior to the 
study. Mo attempt wa s made to separat tha players into ability group s .  
Table I indicate s the charac teristic s o f  the subjects.  
Mea surement o f  the Criteriop 
Ea.ch subject shot a tot.al of 150 jump shots from five di:f:ferent 
angles on the floor and a t  two di stanc.e s along each angle . The angle s 
used were & o degre e s  right , 4.5 dagraes :right , 90 degrees ,  45 degrees 
left, and O degrea s left . The di stance s  were 10 and 21 feet along each 
angle. Fifteen shots were ta.ken from each of the 10 spots. The shots 
were taken on three different days with the subject shooting 45 , 60 , and 
45 shots ra specti vely on ea�h d;>.y. Tb-9 order : n which th-3 subjects shot 
troni each spot wa s randomly a s signed . As long as a jump shot wa s ta.ken 
from the marked !>1Jot� e-:ich sh ot wa s sc ored a s  being made or rr� s sed . The 
subject' s score was the total n l1llbar oi shots FA.de in the 150 atte�pts. 
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TABLE I 
CHARACTE RISTICS OF THE 'IWENTY-FOUR SUBJECTS 
Subject Age Height Weight 
Playing 
Position 
1. T. S ,  18 .5 '  10" 160 Guard 2. D. K ,  18 6 '  2 .. 170 Guard 
J. K . M. 18 6 •  4" 180 Forward 4. D. S .  18 6 '  O" 17 5  Forward 
5. s .c .  18 6 '  l" 165 Guard 
6. P . M. 18 6 •  2" 175 Forward ?. R. O. 18 5 '  10 '' 150 Guard 
a. M. S ,  18 6 '  O" 160 Guard 
9. J . H ,  18 6 �  z u 170 Forward 
10.  T . W .  20 6 '  31t 180 For-..rard 
11.  n.w. 18 5 '  11" 175 Guard 
12 . J. N . 19 6 •  4" 175 Forward 
lJ. T . P . 19 6 •  4" 185 Forward 
14. C . B .  20 6 '  7 '' 190 Center 
15. J . M. 21 6 • 4" 170 Guard 
16. J . J. 21 6 •  ? "  220 Center 17 . D. T .  20 6 •  6" 200 For..tard 
18. R . H .  21 6 •  5" 195 Forward 
19. R . G ,  19 6 "  ou 170 Guard 
20. D. N .. 20 6 '  
3u 230 Center 
21. J . H .  21 6 '  2 "  180 Guard 22. R. W. 19 6 '  on 170 Guard 23. L. C .  20 6 11 6"  205 Forward 24. E . F. 19 6 '  6"  185 Forward 
Collection of the Data for the Ind pendent Variable s 
The variable s used in th s tudy ware selected on the ba si s of 
their pos sibl� relati onship to jump shoot,ing ability in basketball . Tne 
data c ollected c on si sted ot the subject ' s  svoras in the areas of hand-eye 
coordination , hand reacti on tim9 , speed of movement time , hand si z e , grip 
strength, peripheral vi sion ,  dep th perception , kinesthetic percepti on ,  
leg power, wri st flexibility, �rrist strength , and agility . Th e  entire 
testing program was admini stered to each subject once.  Testing began on 
February 18 ,  1972 and endad on M.arch 2 ,  1972. The following secti ons 
indicate the methods followed to c ollec t tha data . 
Measu ement of ha.nd-e� e coordinati on . To te ;:,t hand-eye c oordina-
tion,  tha wall-pa ss test wa .:> usa • Th subject stood behir1d a re straining 
line nine feet fro�n the wall wi. th a ba. vk ... tball in his hands � On the 
c ommand , "begin . .  , the subject threw the ball ag inst the wall and caught 
it a s  i t. rebounded , and continued t o  throw a n  .. catch the ball for fifteen 
seconds when the signal to �top wa s given. If the ball . wa s  dropped or 
did not rebou..�d �o tha subj�ct9 s hands , he rec overed it , returned to the 
restraining lina , and c o�tinued o throw until the time limit had 
expired. 1 Three trials were riven, with tha record.ad sc ore being the mean 
ot the number of time s thra b 11 wa s caught after stri 'dng tha wa.11. To be 
counted ,  the ball must ha"lre been caught with both feat behind the 
restraining line . The tr:tal pe riods were spaced at le� st three m; nute s 
apart. 
1 M t • 
P Bar"MT I· � J h ... ... d Ja. k K 
Nel�on Practical i. .. ea sure:men s l!!, - .,  - .  o n ;.:, on a.n �.. . • � - ) 12'..J. • ..hYsical Edtcati on (Minneapoli.:H Burgess Publi shing C ompany, 1970 , P �  
Mea sur6meut of hand reaction time . The Nel son Hand Reaction 
Test was used to measure the speed of reaction of the hand to a vi sual 
stir.n.tlus .  The subject was seated i n  a de sk with hi s £orearm and hand 
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resting comfortably on the de sk top and the tips of hi s thun1b and index 
finger held abo·t.lt three or four inche s beyond the edge in a ready-to­
pinch position (approximately one inch apart) . The upper edges of the 
thumb and forefinger were held in a horizontal position. Holding the 
stick timer near tho top ,  the tester let it hang between the subject ' s 
thumb an.d index fi nger with the Ba se Line kept even with the upper sur­
face of the sub ject ' s  thumb. The sub ject was directed to look at the 
C oncentration Zone ( a black shaded area on the timer stick between . 120 
and . 130 record lines)  and to react by catching the stick (by pinching 
the thUl'llb and index finger together ) when it wa s relea s�d. The subject 
was not allowed to look at the te ster ' s  hand or move . hi s hand up o� down 
while attempting to catch the falling stick. Each drop wa s preceded by 
the preparatory conurJJ.nd of "ready. " When the sub,ject caught the stick 
timer, the score wa s read just above the upper edge of the thumb. The 
numbers of the timer repr� sent hundredths of a second. Each sc ore wa s 
recorded to the neare st one-hundredth of a second. Twenty trial s were 
given with the five faste st and five slowest times being di scarded nnd 
2 
the avera ge middle ten recorded as the score . 
-------
2-·b · d .J. 1 • ,  P •  230 • 
Mea surement of sneed of movement time . The Nelson Speed of 
Movement Te st wa s u ed for thi s te st.  The subject wa s instructed to 
sit facing a table with hi s fingers re sting on the edga of the table . 
The palms were facing each other and positi oned with the inside edge of 
the little fingers along two lina s spaced twelve inche s apart. The 
Nelson Reaction Timar wa s held by the te ster near its top so that it 
hung at a p oint midway be tween the subject ' s palms. The � Line was 
held in a positi on level with the upper edge of the subject' s hands . 
After the preparatory c ommand of "ready, .. the stick timer wa s 
released and the subject attempted to stop its fall a s  quickl.Y a s  
possible by clapping hi s hands together .  The te ster made sure that the 
subject did not move hi s hands up or down or look a.t the te ster ' s  hands . 
The subject wa s given twenty t1-ials with his score being tha mean or the 
middle tan trials after tha fiva faste st and five slowe st trials had been 
discarded. J Each sc o e wa s rec orded to the neare st one-htu1dredth of a 
second. 
M t f h d · ze Hand size was mea sured for both length ea surremen o � .,� n SJ. • 
and width on the metric scale to the nsara st centime ter. For the 
measurement of the length , the ta ster instructed the subject to wet hi s 
band on the wet towel provided, and put hi s hand print on the blackboard . 
He wa s instructed to ke9p hi s arm, as clo s e  a s  possible , at a 90 degree 
angle. A chalk mark �a s then placed at the uppar and lower extremes of 
3-rbid. 
the hand print. The distance between the two chalk mark s was recorded to 
the neare st millimeter. Only the shooting hand of the subject was 
meas-ared. 
For the mea surement of the width � a vernier caliper was used. The 
subject was instructed to lay his hand fiat on a table . The measurement. 
was taken acro ss  the back of the hand front the knuckle of the i.ndex fin-
ger to the knuckle of the little finger. The measurements were recorded 
to the neare st millimeter. The final hand size which wa s recorded con­
sisted of the sum of the width and length of the shooting hand. 4 
Measurement of grip strength . A T-5 cable tsnsiometer apparatus 
was used to mea sure grip strength . Thi s  dev:i.ce i s  an instrument which 
mea sure s the ten sion applied on a cable �y the gripping �cti on of the 
subject. The tension of the wire i s  recorded on a dial which ha s two 
hands ,  one remaining at the maximum score and the other returning to 
zero. The maximum score , as indi cated by the needle , i s  recorded to the 
neare st whole number and then converted to pounds by a conversi on table o 
The subject having been orientated to the use of the tensiometer f 
stood With good balance ,  knees sli ghtly flexed , the elbow of the shooting 
5 
arm bent at a 90 degree angle and the forearm parallel to the floor.  
With his non-shooting hand h e  gripped the wri st o f  the hand being te sted 
4Marlln P .  Vi s , "The Relati onship of Forward Pass Catching Ab!lity 
in Football and �elec ted Anatomical Mea surements an� Mot?r Respons?s 
(unpublished Ma ster ' 5 t.he si s ,  South Dakota State Um.varsity, Brookings, 19?1) t P •  J8a 
5 · 0 St di in Human Strength , " George G-reey a11d Rod Hun sicker , u es !es�ar{!h:, 9u_.2tt,�rl:b 28s lll-118, May, 1959. 
t? hold it at the 90 de gree angle . The tensiometer wa s gripped with the 
palm of the hand facing upward. The subject gave one maximum c ontraction 
and the reaCing wa s recorded . Three tri als were given with the be st 
score being recorded as the grip strength for that hand. Only the 
shooting hand wa s mea sured. Care was taken t o  eliminate any out side 
factors that might influence the results or the test. 
Mea surement of Reripheral vi si on .  The apparatus for measuring 
peripheral vi si on c onsi sted or a flat half circle with a radius of 30 
inche s.  It wa s placed on the eye level o f  the subject on a horiz ontal 
plane . The surface of the apparatus wa s painted dull whi ta . On the 
edge of the half circle were two rods,  painted dull black , which c ould be 
moved along the edge by means of leverso The subject fitted hi s head 
into a notch in the fl at side of the half circle so that hi s  eye s were 
level with the platofrin and fixed on a point directly ahead of the edge 
ot the platform. 
The te ster sat in front of the subject and controlled the levers 
which moved the rod s .  The te ster moved one of the rods slowly toward 
the fixed point until the ' subject gave the command to stop , indicating 
that he had observed the rod in hi s periphery. T'ne subject then indicated 
to which side tha rod wa s located. If correct, the angle between the 
fixed point and the rod was recorded in degrees.  If incorrect , the 
tester returned the red to its starting po!;ition and began the te st a ga; n . 
Inc t t · d d 6 Th.� s· 'bJ· �ct wa s gi·;en ten trials , orrec rial s  were di sregar e • Q � 0 
6vis, op . cit� , p .  41. 
five on each side , with the order for moving the rod s  being randomly 
salec ted. 7 Hi s sc ore was the mean angle of the ten trials .  
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Mea surement of denth Rerception. A modification of the Howard­
Dolman apparatus wa s used to measure depth perception. It consi sted of 
a box 24 inches long , 11-J/4 inche s  wide , and 12-1/2 inche s  high . open at 
the sides and top . At the end of the box neare st the subject wa s a 
rectangular window three inche s high and 7-1/2 inches wide . Two vertical 
rods were positioned inside the box. One was stati onary at the center of 
the box and the other wa s free to move length i se on a track. The rods 
were two inches apart when p o sitioned at their close st point. The 
movable rod was c ontrolled by strings which ware given to the subject at 
the beginning of the te st . A millimeter sc le was placed next to the 
movable track with its center point (mark d 0)  placed directly opposite 
the fixed rod. 'I'he scale ' s  range was from 0 to 200 millimeters to!"13.rd 
8 
the observer and O to 200 millimeters a.way from the observer. 
After the test wa s explained to the subject, he was all<YNed to 
look at the instrument , manipulate the strings , and a s.<: que stions about 
the procedure . Ha wa s then seated in a chair 20 feet away from the 
apparatus and the te st began. At the begir�"ling of each trial , the taster 
7Rober·t A C obb "A C omparative Study of C olor Rec ognition in Cl ' l 
• • d s " the Peripharal Field of Vi sion of Participants in �lecte . p
orts 
Cunp11bli shed Ma ster •  s the sis ,  Springfield C ollege , �pringf1eld, 
Massachusetts , 1967 ) ,  p . 22. 
8.E1sa M Hermarer "A Study of the Relati onship Between Vi sual 
Depth Pereepti�n and Gen;ral Tennis Ability" (unpublis..1-ied Master ' 5 
thesis , University of North Carolina , Greensoro, 1968) ,  P•  Z4. 
would stand in front of tha instrument ( to hide it from the subject ' s 
view) and sat the movable rod at the extreme front or back , acc ording 
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to a predetermin d pattern. The subject wa s then instructed to line up 
the two rods directly opp osite each other . The score for each trial wa s 
the number of millim9ters the movable rod deviated from tha fixed rod. 
The subject ' s depth percepti on wa s the mean of ten trials measured to 
the neare st wh ole millimeter. 9  
Measurement of kine sthetic perception. Two te sts were u sed to 
measure kinesthetic percepti on . Ona of the se was the balance stick test. 
The balance stick , which i s  a woodan stick one inch square and twelve 
inches long , was taped securely to the floor .  The tester gava a demon-
stration along with the follor.iin� directions s 
Stand wi th one foot lengthwi se on the stick . When your foot 
i s  sgcure , close yo�rr eyes and lift the other foot off the floor 
and hold your balanc e a s  long a s  p o s sible . You may do anything you like a s  long a s  you do not to ch the floor with a.ny part o:f your body or open your eye s .  You will ba timed from tha moment 
you lift your foot from the floor until you open your eyes or 
touch the floor. You may have one practice with yoilr right 
foot and three test trial s ,  and then one practice with your 
left foot and three te st trials .  Then there will be three more 
trials Qn each foot. Your score will be the total time on 12 
trials • .LO 
The total sc ore wa s recorded t o  the neare st tenth of a second. 
9H w s · ••va _.; at1· on in Illumination of the Depth • . • eiger , ... ... 4 -4 Percepti on Apparatus ., Journal of Aviation Medicine , 15 : 10 OJ, 
December, 1955. 
' 
lOGladys M. Sc ott , A..�al}sis 2f. Hlll!l-An Motion (New York : 
F. s. Crofts .and C ompany, 1942 , P •  101. 
The second test admini stered wa s the arm-rai sing test. The 
subject wa s instructed to stand with hi s back pre s sed against the Deming 
posture chart and arm s at hi s sida s .  The following verbal directi ons were 
given s .. Close your eye s and rai se your right arm out sideward to a 
horizontal position with the palm facing down • . ,ll After the subject 
rai sed hi s  arm to an angle he perceived to be 90 degrees from hi s body, 
the tester, facing ths subject ,  �..ada one mark on the Deming posture chart 
even with the acromion proc e ss of the scapula of the shoulder . Another 
mark was made even with the protruding condyle of the ulna bone near 
the little finger .  The se two marks were th n connected by a straight 
line. A straight line parallel with the floor wa s then drawn using the 
mark made even with the acr01n.i on proc e s s  ar.d tha square s on the posture 
chart . The degrees of d�vi.ation w re determined by use of a goniometer 
and rec orded a s degr e s  of d viati on fro� the hori zontal. The te st wa s 
repeated twice for each arm. The sum of the deviati ons of the four trials ,  
in degree s ,  wa s the sc ore recorded. A sc ore of z ero repre sented a perfect 
score . 12 
Measure!'lent of le ��-1er .  Th3 Sa gent Jump test wa s used to ______ _.... ..._. _____________ __ 
measure leg powe • The subjac t. lrT s instructed to stand with one side 
toward a wall on which wa s inounted a chalkb oard. He wa s then told to rai se 
the arm nearest the wall while keeping hi s heels together and standing on 
11Ibid. 
12v . · t  1 5 ,  op . C 1  . ,  p o  47 . 
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hi s toe s. A slj.ding yardstick mounted on the chalkboard was moved until 
the end marked 0 inche s wa s even with the tip of the index finger. The 
performer thon chalked hi s fingers ,  crouched� and then jumped a s  high a s  
possible and touched the chalkboard next to the yardstick with hi s 
chalked fingers.  The number of inche s wa s then read from the ruler and 
recorded to the n eare st quarte� of an inch. The subject' s score was the 
be st score of three trials. 13 
Measurement of wi:-:t st flexibili�. The Leighton Flexometer was 
used to measure wri st flexibility, The flexometer consi sts of a 
weighted dial, 111arked off in degree s (360) , and a weighted pointer , hoth 
of which are free to move about a central fixed point. The flexometer 
fastened to the body part being tested by mean s of an adjustable strap � 
The subject wa s seated in a chair with hi s back stI-aight and hi s 
forearm re sting on the c orner of the table . Hi s hand was clenched and 
extended beyond the edge of the table with the palra up. The flexometer 
was fastened to the thumbside of the fi st. The subject was then 
instructed to mo"le hi s fist upward in an arc a s  ftu"' as possible (wri st. 
tl.exion ) . The te ster then locked t.he dial . The subject then moved hi s 
hand forward (wri st extensi on ) and downward in an arc a s  far a s  possible 
(wrist hYPerextensi on ) .  The pointer wa s then locked. The subject wa s 
allowed to relax and the reading was taken at the pointer to the nearest 
lJJohnson and Nelson ,  op e cit. , P• 81. 
degre e . The te ster made certain that the subject did n ot rai se hi s 
forearm from the table during the flexion or hyperextension of his 
. t 14 wns . Three trials were given with the subjec t ' s sc ore being the 
mean of the three trials .  
Measurement of wri st flexi on strength . A cable tensi ometar wa s 
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used to measure wri st flexi on strength. The subject wa s seated in a de sk 
chair with hi s ball- shooting hand extended beyond the edge of the de sk, 
palm upward. The cable wa s fa stened to a board on the floor directly 
below the subject ' s  hand . Hi s  hand wa s slipped into a strap fa stened to 
tha cable . The length of the cable wa s adjusted so that the hand was 
hYPerextended to an angla of 45 degree s ( mea sured by a goni ometer ) ,  which 
closely approxima te s  tha an ,la of hi s wri st at the start of the releass 
of the ball during a shot . 15 The ten siometer wa s clamped to the cable and 
the subject,  with hi s hand supinated, wa s instruc ted to clench hi s hand 
around the strap and apply maximum force on the cable by the flexi on of hi s 
wri st .  Care wa s taken to make sure that the subject did not rai se hi s 
forearm from the de sk during contraction .  The subject gave a maximum 
contracti on and the reading wa s rec orded .  Hi s score wa s the best sc ore of 
thrae trial s . 
14Henry J .  Montoya , ad. , � Introduction .!:.E, Mea surement 1!! 
Phzsical Education (Indianapoli s : �hi Ep silon Kappa Frat9rnity, 1970) , 
p .  107. 
15Anth ony Scolnick , 1 1.An Electrogoni omatric and Cinemat�graphic . Analysis of the A.rm Ac tion of Expert Ba sketball Jump Shooters ( unpubli shed 
Doctoral di s sertati on , Springfield, .Mas sachusetts , 1967 ) ,  PP • 1-2.34. 
Mea surement of agility. Agility wa s mea sured by the side - step 
te st . Two line s eight feet apart were marked on the ba sketball c ourt . 
The subject started from a standing po siti on straddling a line midway 
between the two line s . At the starting signal the sub ject shtirfled to 
the right until hi s right foot wa s beyond the line , and then quickly 
shuffled back acro s s  the area until hi s left foot touched outside the 
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other line eight feet from the first line . He then shurfied back across 
to the right. T:he subject c ontinued at as rapid a pac e  a s  po s sible until 
the ten second time limit had expired . 16 The subject • s sc ore for each 
trial wa s the number of time s that he cros sed the middle line on the 
c ourt. Two trials were given with the s bject ' s  be st sc ore being 
recorded. 
Procedure for C ollec ti on of the Data 
The inve s tigator c onducted the te st s that were admini stered to 
the sub jects with the aid of fellow-graduate a s si stant s when more than 
one subject came to take the te st dU?"ing one te sting peri od. Each of the se 
te sters wa s thoroughly instructed in the mechanic s of admini stering the 
te st and wa s given several trials to bec ome familiar with the te sting 
equipment . A three day te sting peri od wa s e stablished with the subjec ts 
coming in at time s convanien t  to their schedules to take the tests. For 
the most part the te sts that were given w�re not clo sely enough related 
for learning or fatigue to occur . Therefore , the order in which the 
subjects to ok the te sts wa s not fixed �Nith the exception of such te st items 
16Johnson and Nelson ,  op . cit. , P •  lOJ. 
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a s  wri st strength and grip strength . Tne se were not give in suc c e s sion 
because of the pos sibility of fatigue effect s .  Th e  subjec t s  did not 
nece s sari ly c omplete all of the te sts during one testing period. In some 
c a se s  the subject ' s  schedule wa s such that he c ould only take a :few 
te sts each day and therefore it took him all three testing days in order 
to obtain all the data on th independent variable s for him. 
CB..APrER IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISC USSION OF RESULTS 
Or�ani zati on of the Data fo Treatment 
The inve sti gator identified thirte en independent variabl e s  a s  
being pos sible contribu tors t o  sue ass in jump shooting. The independent 
variables mea sured were ha .d eye c oordination, hand reacti on time , speed 
of movement time , hand size , grip s trength , peripheral vi si on , depth 
perception , kinesthetic percepti on ,  leg po .... rer , wri st flexibility, wrist 
strength , and agility. Th t ree depende .t variable s were the number of 
jump shots made from 10 fee t  (75 attempts ) , the nwnber of jUt"tlp shot s 
made from 21 feet (75 at tempts ) , and the total nu..mber of jump shots made 
of the 150 attempts. The . e  n s  and standard deviation s  for the thirteen 
independent and three dependent variable s a 
A contains the raw data fo the variable s .  
found i n  Table II . Appendix 
To make it p o ssible to predict jump shooting ability on the ba si s  
o f  the thirteen selec ted independent ir riable s ,  a multiple c orrelation and 
1 
regres sion stati stical proc dure wa s used. The first s ep in thi s pro-
cedure wa s  to c ompute tha intercorrela tions between all of the independent 
Variable s and the c orrelation betw en the indepandent and dependent 
Variable s .  Th e multiple regr.9 s si on equati ons were then developed beginning 
With a one variable equation and adding one additional variable in each of 
lHenry E .  Garrett ,  Stati sti c s  .!!!. P sycho�ogy � Education (New York : 
Longmans , Green and Company, 1958 ) , PP • 40J-404. 
TABJ..E II 
MEANS AND STANDARD D:&,'TI:ATION OF MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
TWENTY-FOUR BASKETBALL PLAYERS IN THE STUDY 
SS 
Measurements Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Xl Wri st Strength 6J. 048 15. 012 
(pounds )  
X2 Eye-Hand C oordination 17.48J 1. 689 
(repetiti ons )  
X3 Lef P ower· 24.792 2 . 646 . inches )  I4 Balance Stick 61.496 20. 432 
( seconds) 
X5 Hand Si ze 28. 142 1. 259 
( centimeters )  
x6 Agility 12. 417 1. 717 
(repeti ti on s )  
17 Grip Strength 122. JJJ 14. 678 (pounds )  
Ia Speed of' Mov·ement .223 . 016 
( sec onds ) 
19 Hand Reaction . 165 . on 
( seconds)  
110 Flexibility 
128. 592 13. 706 
(degrees )  
In A.rm R.ai se 10c 500 
5. 246 
(degrees )  
X12 Peripheral Vi sion 93. 283 2 . 250 
113 
( degroe s )  
17.2JJ 12. J94 Depth Perception 
( centimeters )  
. YT Total Shots Made 85.750 12. 976 
121 Shots Made at 21 Feet J4. 250 8. J7J 
Y10 Shots Made at 10 Feet 51. 500 6. 093 
-
-.��� � ....... -
the following step s to increa se the accuracy or the predictions . A 
standard error of e stimate , multiple c orrelaM. on , and vari ance accoU\"'lted 
for in that step w�re also c omputed for each step in the equation . To 
increase the accuracy and speed of thi s proce ss , an elect1•onic c omputer 
wa s used. 
Analysi s of the Data. 
Table III shows the matrix of zero order c orrelati on s .  Fifteen 
of the 78 interc orrelations were significant beyond the . 05 level of c on­
fidence .  Four of thf thirt�en independent variable s showed a significant 
c orrelati on , beyond the . 05 level of c onfidence , with jump shooting 
abili ty. Of the se four , only wri ot strength c orrelated to all three of 
the dependent variable s .  I t  showed a c orrelation of - . 42 with jump 
shooting ability at 10 feGt , -.45 with jump shooting ability at 21 feet , 
and · -.49 with total jump shooting ability. Wri st flexibility correlated 
.48 with jUi."tlp shooti ng ability a.t 10 feet and .42 with .total jump shooting 
ability. Hand reac ti on time showed correlations of -.53 with jump 
shooting ability at 21 feet and -.47 with total jump shooting ability. A 
correlat:ton. of - . 1}2 wa s found between hand size and jump shooting ability 
at 21 fee t .  
The developed regre s si on equations are shown in Table s IV , V ,  and 
VI. Table IV conta in� the developed regre ssion equation for jump shooting 
ability at lC feet .  A�c ording to the variance accounted for by the 
addition of each new variable to the equation , only the first two variables 
made a signif'ic.1nt contribution to t.he equation (186. 351:?142. 62) . The 
Varia,nce accounted for by th6 additi on of variables beyond the first two 
Wa s not sigiuficant (53. 596 < 142 . 62 1  Jl • . 494 <- 142 c 62 ;  etce ) •  Thi::; would 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
Vari-
ables 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 . 00 . 27 . 31 . 14 . 11 
2 1 . 00 . 15 - . 05 . 12 
6 7 
. 29 . 38 
. 53** . 23 
3 1 . 00 . 24 . 52** . 38 . 49* 
4 1 . 00 . 01 
5 1 . 00 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 11 � 13 
YT 
Y21 Y10 
1 Wrist Strength 
0 2 5 - . 08 
. 06 . 59** 1 . 00 - . 10 
1 . 00 
.5 Hand S ize 
6 Agility 
8 
- . 05 
- . 09 
• 36 
• 0.5 
. 52** 
. 04  . 30 
1 . 00 
2 Eye-Hand Coordination 
3 Leg Power 7 Grip Strength 
9 10 11 
. 19 . 10 - . 26 - . 29 . 46* - . 42* . 46* . 16 - . 51* 
. 26 . 04 - . 20 
. 28 . 14 - . 40* 
• 02 . 27 - . 38 
. 04  . 10 - . 37 . 62** . 28 - . 14 1 . 00 - . 08 - . 22 1 . 00 . 12 
l , 00 
9 Hand R eaction 
10 Flexibility 
11 Arm Raise 
12 13 Yr Y21 Y10 
. 38 - . 2 8 - . 49* - . 45* - . 42* 
. 41* - . 06 . )6 . 33 • 32 
. 43* . 12 - . 13 - . 17 - . 04 
. OB - . 37 - . 12 - . 14 - . 05 
. 43* - . 03 - . 2 0 - . 42* . 15 
. 2 3 . 27 . 24 . 2 3 . 2 0 
. 45* - . 19 - . 21 - . 2 8 - . 06 
. 08 - . 01 - . 13 - . 2 7 . 10 . 04 - . 07 - . 47* - . 53** - . 27 
. 2 8 - . 22 . 42* . JO . 48• 
-- . 07 - . 11 . 20 . 19 . l? 
1 . 00 . 08 . oo - . 13 . 19 
1 . 00 • 02 . 05 - . 03 
1. 00 . 93** . 86*� 
1 . 00 . 6 0** 
1 . 00 
4 Balanc e Stick 8 Speed of Movement 12 Peripheral Vision 
13 Depth Perception 
YT Total shots made 
Y21 Shots made 21 feet 
Y10 Shots made 10 feet 
* r . 05( 22 )  = . 40 
** r . 01( 22 )  = . 52 
� 
seem to indicate the use of an equation between numbers 2 and 13 
depending upon the amou..�t of tiroe and accuracy de sired. If time wa s a 
fac tor , equation 2 should be used to predict shooting ability at 10 
feet. However , if acc uracy wa s foremost , then any equation beyond 
equation 2 could be u sed. 
The developed �egre ssi on equation for jump shooting ability at 
21 feet is shown in Table V. A look at the variance accounted for by 
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the addition of ecch ne"f variablo to the equation reveals that the first 
8 variables makr:t a significant c ontribution to the equation (109. 976 �108. 
67 ) .  The variance acc ounted for by the additi on of variable s beyond the 
first 8 wa s not signi.f'icant (26 , 687 < 108. 67 : 5.428 < 108 .. 67 r etc . ) .  
Since the varianc e accounted for reaches its most sigrdficant point in 
equation 8, at least 8 variables are neoded for prediction of jump shooting 
ability at 21 feet. 
Table VI c ontains the developed regression equation for total jump 
shooting ability. Checldng the variance accounted for by the additi on 
of each new variable to the equation we find that only the first two 
Variable s make a signific�nt contribution to the equation 
(1026. 889 �.)44. 67 ) .  Beyond the sec ond variable the variance ac c ounted for 
by the additi on of vari�ble s was not significant (205� o44 <:Jlµ,.. 67 ; 
lJl.477<':° )44 . 67 ;  etc . ) .  T'nerefore , thi � would seem to indicate the USO of 
an equati on between :nUmbers 2 and 13 depending upon time and accuracy 
desired. I£ time was � factor . equation number 2 should be used to pre­
dict tota.l jump shooting abil.i.ty. However,  if accuracy was de sired, then 
any equati cn beyond number 2 c ould be us�d. 
l .,  
2 .  
) .  
4j!  
5 . 
6 .  
7 .  
B . 
9.  
TABLE IV 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED . THEIR STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATE , MULTIPLE 
CORRELATION , AND VARLOTCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VA.a�IABIB 
Star.idard Error Multiple Varianc e  R egression Equation of Estimate Correlation Accoun��ed* -
Y10 = . 213Xio + 24. 092 5 . 468 . 479 196 . 281 
Y 10 = . 233X10 - . 422X1 + '.37 . 766 4 . ?J8 . 669 186 . 3;:1 
Y10 = . 440X10 - • 512X1 + • 761X 12 - 25. 783 l._t. 570 . 715 53 . 596 
Y 10 = . 183X10 - . 556X1 + . 716X12 + . 738X6 - 26 . 389 4. 509 . 740 Jl . 49'-� 
Y10 = . 136X10 - . 6?9X1 + . 918X12 + l . 20)X6 - . 144X13 - 4. 337 - 777 47. 680 
37 . 374 
Y10 m: . 104X 10 - . 736X1 + l . 046X12 + 1 . 702X6 - . 2)0X13 - 4. 186 . 807 40. 745 
• oeox4 - 43 . 174 
Y10 er . 103x10 - . 11sx1 + 1 . 032X12 + l . 65ox6 - . 22JX 13 - 4 . 273 . 811 5. 758 . 071X4 - 48. 198X9 - 34. 639 
Y10 2 . l08X10 - . ?l8X1 + l . lo6X12 + l. 839X6 - . 23sx13 - 4. 393 . 813 2 . 647 
. 079X4 - 59o 891X9 - . 316X2 -36 . 195 
Y10 = . l08X1o - . 711X1 + l . 051X12 + l. 823X6 - . 2)4Xl) - 4. 539 . 814 0 . 964 
. 077X4 - 67 . 046X 9  - . Jl.5X2 + . 194X 5 - 35. 658 
-
\J'\ ' '° 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
R egression Equation 
Standard Error Multiple Variance 
of Esti�ia.te Correlation Accounted.* 
10. Y1c c:: . 110X10 - • 704X1 + l. 06.5X12 + 1 . 84_5X6 - . 229X13 -
. 074x4 - 59 . 4Bix9 - . 31JX2 + . 272X5 - . 106x3 - 38 . 824 
4. 704 G 814 0 . 801 
ll o . Y10 = . ll3X10 - . ?07X1 + 1 . 058X12 + l. 848X6 - . 228:\13 -
• 07.5X4 - 52 . 481X9 - • 316X2 + • 31.SX S - • lllX J -7 .  76x 8 - 38.  975 
12 . Y10 = . 11sx10 - . ?11X 1  + l. osx12 + 1. 867X6 - . 227X13 -
. 074XL� - 48.430X9 - . 324X2 + . 306X5 - . l2?X3 -
l0 . 180Xa + . OllX7 - 39. 046 
13 .  Y10 = . llSX.10 - . ?l1X1 + l . 052X12 + l, 866X6 - .. 227X13 -
i o74x4 - 48. 13ox9 - . 319x2 + . 309x5 - . 126x3 -
10 . 33X3 + . Ol2X? + . 002X11 - 39, 020 
*Total Variance = 8_5l}, 0 
i"iS Variance = 2 8 .  7.54 
F . 05 (1/10) = 4. 96 
LSD = 28. ?.54 x 4. 96 � 142 . 62 
4. 895 . 814 0. 115 
5. 113 . 814 0 . 029 
5. 362 . 814 0 . 001 
°' 0 
1 . 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
s . 
6 . 
? . 
8. 
9 .  
TABLE V 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED , THEIR STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATE , MUI.TIPLE 
CORRELATION , AND VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VARIABLE 
S tandard Error Mult.iple Variance 
Regression Equation of Estimate Correlation Accounted* 
Y21 = -399 . 116X9 + 100 . 154 7 . 266 . 529 450 . 901 
Y21 = -�5 . 901X9 - . 452X1 + 108 . 882 6 . 738 . 639 208. 149 
Y21 = �334 . 6o?X9 - . 59ox1 + 1 . B3ox6 + 89 . 658 6 . 107 . 733 207 . 620 
Y21 = -275. 964X9 - . 574X1 + l . 892X6 - 1. 938X 5 + 133 . 101 5. 712 . 785 125. 887 
Y 21 = -246 . 984X9 - . 586X1 + l. 552X6 - 2 . 2)2X 5 + . 170X10 + 5 . 311 . 828 112 . 16·7 
119 . 376 
Y21 = -316 . 22BX9 - . 627X1 + l . 133X6 - 2 . 982X 5 + .164x10 + 5. 103 . 852 65. 025 
• 90.5X3 + 137 . 122 
Y21 s:i -339 . 161X9 - . ?53X1 + 1 . 625X6 - ). 056X5 + . 114X10 + 4. 828 . 877 69. 845 l. 08JX3 - . 17LX13 + 146 . 682 
Y21 - -297 . 29ox9 - . 8.54X1 + 2 . 368X6 :.. :; . 430X5 + . 0?3X10 - 4. 187 . 915 109. 976 
1 . 371X3 - • 31.5X13 - . 139X4 + 1_54. 184 
Y21 • -268 . 98,5X9 - . 951X1 - 2 . 535X6 - ) . 84_sx5 + . 044X10 + 4. 090 . 925 28. 68? 
l . 290X3 - . 360X13 - . 15,5X4 + . 668X12 + 108. 099 
0\ 
1-' 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Regression Equation 
10 . Y21 -= -261 . 400X9 - • 973X1 + 2 o 43.5X6 - b,.. 058X5 + 
• 0_54X10 + 1 .  203X3 - • 364X 13 - . 159X4 + • 770X12 -
. lJOXll + 107 � 816 
11 . Y21 = -300 . 461X9 - , 960X1 + 2 . 422X6 - 4. 308X 5 + . 037X10 + 
+ 1 . 227X3 - . 369X13 - . 157X4 + . 8l7X12 - . 138X11 + 
+ 43 . 24?X8 + lOB. 578 
12 . Y21 a -360. 117X9 - . 913X1 + 2 . 189X6 - 4. 281X S + , 0
23X10 + 
1 . 411XJ - • 39ox13 - • l65X4 + • 935X12 - 192X11 + 
?8 . 638X 3 - . 159X7 + 108. 904 
13 . Y21 • -369 . 37ix9 - . 926X1 + 2 . j04X6 - 4. J8?X5 + . 031X10 + 
l . 3?8X3 - . 407X13 - . 174X4 + 1 . 0,54X12 - . 254x11 + 
80 . 35ox8 - . 163X7 - • 282x2 + 107 . li-60 
*Total Variance = 1612 . 5 
MS Variance = 21. 91 
F . 05 (1/10) = 4. 96 
LSD = 21. 91 x 4 . 96 = 108. 67 
Standard Error Multiple Variance 
of Estimate Correlation Accounted* 
4 . 195 . 926 5. 428 
4. 333 . 928 3 . _5Q4 
4. 472 . 929 5. 273 
4. 681 . 930 0. 897 
°' N 
TABLE V I  
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED , THEIR STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTifof.ATE , MULTIPLE 
CORREIATION , AND VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VARIABLE 
S tandat'd E:rror Multiple Varianco 
Regression Equation of Estimate C orrelation Accountei* 
1 .  - YT � - . 936X1 + 122 . 009 11. 572 . 489 926 . 370 
2 .  YT = -l . 215X1 + 4. 113X2 + 60. 934 9. 560 . 710 1026 . 889 
) . YT � -l , ll9X1 + 5 . 045<2 + . 799x11 + 32 . 496 8, 929 , 767 321!-. 605 
4. YT = -1 . 19ox l + 4. 148X.2 + . 919X11 + 2 . 114X6 + 23 .433 8 . 552 . 801 205. 04L+ 
s. YT = -l . 344X1 + 3 . 73ox2 + . 846X11 + 2 . 866x6 - . 244X13 + 8. 360 , 822 131 ., 477 
32 . 022 
6 .  YT a -l . 282X1 + 2 , 825X2 + . 66.SX11 + J .
141X6 - . 256x13 - 8 . 229 . 838 107 , 023 
232 . 02ox9 + 82 . 774 
7 .  YT = -l . 344X 1 + 2 . 851X2 + . 852X11 + 2 . 804X6 - . 28ox13 - 8. 028 . 857 119. BJJ 
331. 57ox9 + i. 162X3 + 74. 993 
8. YT m -l . 409X1 + 2 . 196X2 + . 747X11 + j . 646X6 - . 407X13 - 7. 979 . 868 76 . 275 
327 . 956X9 + 1. 2.54X3 - . 121X4 + 86 .  332 
9 .  YT = -1 . 459xl + 2 . 236x2 + . 626X11 + 3 . 503X6 - . 448X13 - 7 . 821 . 883 98. 564 
312 . 409X9 + l,  758XJ - . 148X4 - 2 .  068X. 5 + 136 . 096 
°' \.A) 
TABIE VI (Continued ) 
R egression Equation 
10 .  Y T  = -1 . 699X1 + . 556X2 + . 153X11 + 4. 457X6 - . 623X13 -
313 . 5
1
7X
9 
+ l . 372XJ � . 228X4 - J . 404X5 + l . 664Xl2 + 
68. 035 
11 . YT = -l . 689X1 - . ,541X
2 
- . l81X11 + 4. 376X6 - . 606X13 -
326 . )b10X9 + l . 06_sx3 - . 240X4 - ) . 872X S + l . 929X12 + 
. l?2X10 + 67 . 803 
12 . YT = -l . 678X1 - • 555X2 
- . 191X11 + 4. 372X6 - . 6
11X13 -
359 . 319X9 + l . 083XJ - . 239X4 - 4. 086X5 + l . 974X12+ 
. 158X10 + 36 . 114X8 + 68.  362 
13 . YT = -1 . 6;.6x1 - . 60lX2 - . 2 52X11 + 4. l?OX6 - . 6)4x13 -
41?. 498X9 + i . 2 six3 - . 24&4 - 4 . 077X 5 + 2 . 1o6x12 + 
146X10 + 70 . 0
19X 8 - .
151X
7 
+ 68. 439 
*Total Variance = 3872 . 5  
MS Variance = 69.49 
F . 05 ( 1/10) = 4. 96 
1.SD � 69. 49 x 4. 96 � )44. 67 
Standard Error Multiple Variance 
of Estimate Correlation Accounted* 
7 . 680 . 896 89. 684 
7 . 649 . 905 64. 595 
7 . 975 . 905 2 . 469 
8. 336 . 906 4. 784 
°' - � 
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Di scus si on or Re sult s  
I n  correlating the 13 independent variables to the three dependent 
variable s ,  thi s i n:re stigator found 8 correlations that were significant 
beyond the . 05 level of c onfidence. C orrelating with jump shooting 
ability at 10 feet were wri st strength (- .42 )  and wri st flexibility 
( .48) . Jump shooting ability at 21 feet correlated ��th wrist s�rength 
(-.45 ) ,  hand size ( - . 42 )  and hand reaction time (- • .5J) . Wri st strength 
(- .49) , hand reacti on tim� ( - 0 47 ) , and wri st flexibility ( .42 ) correlated 
with total jump shooting ability. Studying these c orrelations we can see 
that variable s whi ch appear to be important at 10 f"eet may not be 
iniportant at. 21 feet or vice versa . 
The correlations between wri st strength and jump shooting ability 
at 10 feet { - . '�2 ) and at 21 feet (-. 4.5 )  w�re rather surprising � Although 
no studies were fo".lnd in which wri st strength, in relation to shooting , 
wa s measured, s o�� players kno�m for their basketball ability felt that 
it wa s important. 2 ' 3 Because of the negative c orrelati ons, it is 
apparent that wri st strength i s  not needed i n  shooting the j ump  shot and, 
in fact , may be a hi ndran9e .  Apparently muscle s ,  other than those in the 
wr:t st ,  uork together to supply the power to deli ve:t4 the bal l to the 
basket. The fact that grip strength showed a negative correlation also 
(-. 28 at 21 feet) seems to support thi s finding9 
2Bob Cousy, !.?ll�ke9tba.,Jd (. ancepts !-nd T2chn�ques  (Boston s J..llyn and 
Bacon , Inc . , 1970) ,  P •  39. 
%111 Sharmi n ,  §ha� on �sketbag .�hooting (Englewood Cliffs s 
Prentj.c e-HaD .. , Inc . , 19b":�p P •  4o. 
The signif�cant positive c orrelation between wri st fiexibility 
and total shots ??12.de ( . t�2 ) may help to explain thi s phenomenon. Re sults 
or other studie s  seem to indicate that a decrease in fiexibility occurs 
as strength and. bulk of muscle s a1�ound j oints increa se . 4• 5 If thi s  
6_6 
were the ca se , then shooters wi. th weaker wri sts and more wri st fiexibili ty 
would be more effec tive jump shooters at both 10 and 21 feet since the 
total c orrelation for wri st fiexi.bility wa s significant ( .42 ) .  However , 
these players would probably be the most effective at 10 feet where the 
highe st c orrelation wa s found ( .48) . In studying jump shooters , 
Scolnick found that t.11.e wri st angle at tho start of the s.i.ot wa s the 
· same for 9, 15,  and 21 feet, but greater wrist fl.axion was found at the 
completion of the shot at 21 feet than at the other two dista.nces. 6 
Hand reaction time a s  measured by the Nelson Reaction 'rimer showed 
the hi ghe st c orrelatio� of any of the variables .  But , here again a 
differenc e �� s found between the c orrelations at 10 feat (-. 27 )  and at 
21 feet ( - .53) � At 10 feet the quickne ss of the hand does not appear to 
be as important as at 21 feet. Several studie s completed on ba ske tball 
4Herman J .  Tyrance 9 "Relati onships of Extreme Body Type s to Ranges 
of Flexibility, " Re search �ter1y, 29 a J49-J59, October , 1958. 
5Glayne R. Jen sen and Gordon W. Schultz , �� Kinesiology (New York a l"!�Gre.w-Hill Book C ompany, 1970 ) '  P•  J.54. 
6Anth s 1 · ck "An Electrogoniometric and Cinematographic A-- .ly . r"' tohny �I c o  i:it. ' n 0, ... 'M"'x:pnrt Ba sketball Jump Shooters "  (unpublished AI1C1 Sl.. S o · e .n.l"nl ac 10 J. ""' v • Ma. h tt · Doctoral dissertation , Springfield College , Springfield, s sac use s ,
1967) ,  PP• 1-2)4. 
players seemed to point toward a relationship between reaction time and 
shooting ability. ? , B, 9 However ,  the se studie s were more concerned with 
general ba sketball ability than with shooting ability. 
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Hand speed of movement ,  although not significant , showed the same 
general trend at 10 and 21 feet a s  did hand reaction. It appears to hav9 
some importance at 21 feet (- . 27 ) ,  but not a s  much at 10 feet ( . 10) . 
The significant interc orrelation ( . 62)  between the se two variable s 
indicate s why thi s would occur. 
Hand size appears to be an important factor in jlL."llp shooting from 
21 feet . At that di stance the c orrelation shown (-.42) seems to indicate 
that a sh ooter. with a smaller hand would be more �ffective than a sho oter 
with a la rge hand . At a di stance of 10 feet ,  the opposite would be true 
although the relati on ship is insignificant ( . 15) .  Tha rea son for thi s 
might b0 the fact th�t the players with largar hands are generally 
forwards and centers , both of whom do most of their shooting at closeT 
range and would therefore find the se shots ea sier &  The guards ,  who would 
tend to have smaller hands and do most of their shooting in practi c e  and 
in game s from longer di st�nces ,  would probably be more adept at the 
di stance of 21 feet e Thi s finding would c onflict with the study done by 
711oyd R. Burley , "A St.udy of the Reaction Time of Physically 
Trained Men " Re f:e arch Quarterly,  1.5 1 232-235, October , 1944 • . t --�---,...,.� �� 
8.L. B�  Keller r "The Relation of Quiclmess of Bodily Movement t o  
Succe ss in Athletic s , ., �ea.rch 9u.arterly, 1) 1 146-155, March , 1942 . 
9k'lb t K Pathr " The Relati onship of Selec ted Mea surable Trait s 1-:J er • "'.; ' di + t · S • ". ld to Succe ss :i.n Ba sketball" ( unpubli shed Doctoral s ser ... a. ion ,  pringr. ie 
College , Springfield , Ma s sachusett s ,  1967 ) ,  PP• 1-130. 
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Patty whose re su3:ts showsd ·that battar ba sketball playc:-s tended to have 
., 0 larger hands • ..L But , here again the relationship was with le ss skilled 
ba.sketball players and not with shooting �bility. 
Acc ording to the literature reviewed by the inve stigator , the 
question or the relationship or peripheral vi sion and depth perception 
score s to shooting ability i s  controversial. The results of a study 
c ompleted by Barclay supported the findings of thi s study. He c oncluded 
that a " good eye" in shooting c ould not be stati stically supported. 11 
In contrast, Cousy12 and Sherman13 felt that peripheral vi sion was 
important in the lc�ati on or the cent�al object . The results of thi s 
study demonstrated, however, that no c orrelati on exi sts between peripheral 
vi 3ion and total jump shooting abil ity ( . 00 ) .  
The review of the literature indicated the pos sibility of a 
correlation between shooting ability and depth percept.5.on. 14 • l.5 The 
llGeorge D. Ba.relay, " The Relationship Between Efficient Vi sion 
and Certain Sen sory Motor Skills" (unpublished Doctoral di ssertation , 
New York University, 1\ew York City, 19J8) , PP• 1-87 . 
12c ousy, loc . cit. 
13Hoyt Sherma n , "Aspects of Vi sual Perception and Their Rela ti onship s 
to Motor Activity, " 53rd An_�ual Proce?dings , £91�eg� Phys�ea� Educati?n 
Associati on (Wa shi�gton a College Physical Education As sociati on,  1959 J ,  
P· a. 
14c . H. McCloy and Norma D. Young, _Tests and Measurements ..!.!! Health 
� �hydcal Educatj.on (New York : Appleton=Century...Cr-:>fts , Inc . , 1954). 
p. 497. 
15c..roseph F'0 Dickson, "The Relationship of -�pth Pe:cepti�n to Goal 
Shooting in Ba sketball, " (unpubli shed Doctoral Ctl s sertat1 on , S r.ate 
University of Iowa , Iowa City, 19J4) , PP • 1-90� 
re sults of thi s study indicated that there wa s no relationship �cause 
the c orrAlat;. ons obtained with jump shooting ability were -. OJ at 10 
feet , . 05 at 21 feet , and . 02 with tot.al jump shooting ability. From 
the se correlations it can be concluded that depth perception , as 
measured in thi s study, was relatively unimportant at either close or 
long range . A pos�lble explanation of the difference between the 
re sults obtained i_n thi s study and those of other studies might be the 
type of subjects used . Tha subjects in thi s study were all succe ssful ,  
to some degree , i n  that they had been chosen for the juni or varsity or 
varsity t.earn. Other studie s whi ch reported depth perception as being 
related to suc c e s s  in athletic s used both succ e s sful and unsucces sful 
16 17 athlete s a s  subjects and compared the two group s .  ' 
It may be possible that depth perccpt1.on bec ome s a more important 
factor wheu a wide range of abilitie s  i s  employed. Dickson sugge sted that 
kine sthetic sense may be a possible factor in depth perception where some 
type of manipulati on :i s involved, because the re sults of hi s study did 
n�t show a significant relation ship between depth perception and goal 
shooting. 18 Sloan and Altman proposed that all tests of depth percepti on 
mi ght be valid mea sures of different aspects of the vi sual si tu2,tion .  I f  
thi s is true , researchers may find that depth percepti on is  not a simple 
16samuel Winograd , "Relati onship of1 Timing and Vi si on to Baseball 
Performance ,. Research Quarter�, 1J a 481.,.,·�9J, December ,  1942 . ' ... "6'CUW" :..� �.......- � 
1'7 Ashton Grayboi l , "Russian Studies of Vi si on in Relation to 
Phy i l A t. · � d s orts " Re sea,..ch Quarterly, 26 1 480-485,  De
cember,  s ca c 1 VJ. ·"y an · p ' • ... · · 
1955. 
18Dickson ,  op . cit. , P •  10& 
vi sual ability ,  b�t � highl..v complex and composite integration of many 
f'actors. 19 
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Although it did not show a signific2.nt c orrelation , eye-hand 
coordination did show a degree of positive c orrelation at both 10 feet 
( . 32)  and 21 feet ( . JJ) . Thi s wou.ld seem to indicate that eye-hand 
coordinati on c ould be a factor in jump shooting ability, although maybe 
not as important as other !'actors. Eye-hand c oordination has been studied 
in relati on to tests of general ba sketball ability and many of these 
te sts include it a s  a te st item. It would seem to follow that variable s 
which attribute to ge�eral ba sketball ability might also be important in a 
specific ba sketball skill . 
Agility wa s another of the variable s comrl.dered to be important 
a s  a characteri stic of succe ssful basketball playe�s . 20 • 21 The results 
or thi s study showed posi tive c orrelati ons of . 20 a.t 10 feet and . 23 at 
21 feet, indi.cat1.ng that a.gill ty does have some relationship . The 
relati onship may have been significant if a wider range ·  of basketball 
ability had bean used. 
Halverson raported t.hat learning of a shooting skill by ld.ne st 1etic 
perception wa s as effective as regular practice , sugge sting that it may 
1%ouise L. Sloan and Adelaide Altman, ••Factors Involved in Several 
Te sts of Binoeular. De·oth Perception,  u Ainer-l �an _ Madica.l Association Archive s .2! .Q.e.hth.aniology, .52 : 524-�J, October ,  1954. 
20Patty, op . cit. , P• 38 
21-vlilLi.am L� Johnson,  "Objective Basketba.11 .... Te sts f
or Hi gh School 
Boys" (unpublished i1a ster ' s  tJ.iesi s ,  Universi ty cf .L owa ,  Iowa City, 19YJ.
) , 
pp. l-·87. 
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have some merit in shooting ability. 22 Tha two kine sthetic tests used 
in thi s study did not correlate too highly, although the arm rai se test 
did show correlati ons of . 17 at 10 feet 2.ni . 19 at 21 feet indicating 
that there may be a slight relationship e The bal�nce stick te st showed 
low negative correlati ons (- . 05, -. 14) . It is possible tha t the se te sts 
do not mea sure kine sthe si s a s  it is related to shooting ability. 
In summary, it would appear from the re sult s of thi s study, th.at 
the be st shooters from 21 feet are those who have quickness in their 
shooting hand , c omparatively weak wri st strength , relatively g ood 
flexibi].j.ty in their wri st ,  and smsll hand s ,  which might. be re garded a s  
characteri stic s for guards and possibly the forwards . At closer 
di sta.nce s  (10 feet)  weak but flexible wri sts ,  and la rger hands seem to 
be desirable traits .  I t  is interesting to note that the strength and 
power mea sure�ent s used in thi s  study all showed negative c orrelati ons 
with the criteri on mea surement . 
The null hypothese s stated that (1) there is no ·relationship 
between jump shooti.�g ability in basketball and selected measurable traits , 
and (2)  a multipls regres si on equation to significantly predict jump 
shooting ability i n  ba.sketball cannot be devslopede Both of the �e 
hYPotheses were rej.ected be cause the independent variable s showed a 
significant c orrelati on -w"ith jump shooting ability. The computed F rati os 
for the sec ond equation at 10 feet (182 . 351�142 . 62 ) , the ej_ghth equation 
221 1 H -1 " "  c ompa"'" c:on of Three Method� of Teaching o as a. Yer �  !1.1 K. • "' ..- .. • • 
Motor Skill s.. (unpu,blished Ma ster' s  the si s ,  University of Wi sconsin , 
Madison, 1949) , PP • 1-83. 
at 21 feet (109. 976 � 108. 67 )  and the second equati on for total shots 
made (1026. 889�344. 6? )  were above that necessary to be signifi cant at 
the . 05 level of confidence .  
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CHAPT.ER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, .AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpo se of thi s study wa s to inve stigate the relationship 
between jump shooting ability in ba sketball and selected anatomical 
mea surements and motor ra sponse s .  
Twenty-four varsity an d  juni or varsity basketball players from 
. South Dakota State Uni.ve1•sity (1971-72 season ) were the source of the 
data. . They were te sted on the independent variable s of hand-eye 
coordination , hand reaction time , speed of movement time , ha11d size , grl.p 
strength, per-lpheral vi si on ,  depth percepti on , kine sthetic percepti on , 
leg power , wri st fJ.o�:ibility, and 3gilit.y. From the intercorrelati ons 
between the se independent variable s and their correlations with the three 
dependent variables of the number of shots made at 10 feet, 21 feet , and 
total shots ma.de , regre s sion equati ons were developed for the purpose of 
predicting jump shooting ability. 
Conclusi ons 
The re sults revealed that s 
l J' The two variable s of wri st strength and wri st flexibility 
related si gnificantly to jump shooting ability at 10 feet. 
1 2,; The three variable s  of wri st strength ,  hand si ze , and hand 
reaction time related signi�ica.ntly to jump shooting a.bil:l.ty at 21 feet . 
Je The three variable s of wri st strength , wrist flexibility, and 
hand reaction time related signifi�antly to tot�l jump shooting ability. 
4. Jump shooting abili ty a. t 10 feet can be sigr.dficantl.y 
predicted from a c ombinati on of the two independent variable s  0£ wrist 
flexibility and �rri st strength . 
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5.  "lump shooting ability a t  2 1  feet can be significantly predicted 
f'rom a combination of the eight independent variable s  or hand reacti�n 
tir.ia , wrist strength , agility, hand size , wri st flexibility, eye-hand 
coordinati on , depth perception , and balanco . 
6. Total jump shooting ability can be significantly predic ted 
from a combination of the two independent variables of wri st strength and 
eye-hand coordination . 
Rec ommendati ons 
Ba sed on the findings of thi s study the inve stigator propose s the 
follovlng recow.znendations for further study & 
1. That a. study be conducted using a similar stati stical de si gn 
and procedure. , but using several te sts to mea sure each .independent 
variable . 
2.  That a study be c onducted using a similar stati stical de sign 
and p�ocedure . but using more subjec t s  with a wider range or ba sketball 
ability. 
3.  That a study be c onducted using a similar stati stical de sign 
and procedure , but using game c onciti on criteria .  
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